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Greenhouse gases (GHGs) are a major global environmental concern, because their
concentrations have continuously increased over the past few centuries, due to global
population growth, fossil fuel dependency, and the Industrial Revolution. Since these
gases are naturally occurring phenomena, they will never be completely eliminated.
Efforts to reduce them span numerous scientific attempts, with minimal improvements in
reducing their atmospheric concentrations. In agricultural land practices, greenhouse
gases are common byproducts that affect the atmosphere and, potentially, the
groundwater where livestock and fertilizers are key contributors. Little is known about
the fate of such greenhouse gases in dissolved form, known as indirect greenhouse gases,
especially (CH4 and N2O) in karst landscapes. At Crumps Cave, indirect greenhouse
gases were analyzed for seasonal changes along with other geochemistry parameters to
identify if anthropogenic land use effected greenhouse gases production in the epikarst
and bedrock. This study revealed that CO2 flux is mainly controlled by natural vegetation
and seasonal influences. In contrast, CH4 is produced and consumed continuously in the
epikarst and bedrock, where decay of organic matter is the primary driver for seasonal
change and temperature has little effect on methanogens and methanotrophs survival,
because of their ability of adaptation to the environment. N2O, via the nitrogen cycle in
which nitrification/denitrification occurs, is directly affected by land use during fertilizer
xi

application and crop rotation. Nitrates from the surface provide a nitrogen source for
denitrification to occur and produce elevated N2O in the groundwater system, because
residence time is decreased and dissolved oxygen is elevated. Indirect greenhouse gases
are linked to karst groundwater systems, where they may be transported and stored in
karst aquifers under agricultural land use practices through complex interactions of
groundwater recharge, microbial activity, and seasonal land use variability.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Greenhouse gases (GHGs) in the atmosphere are natural phenomena, with carbon
dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), and nitrous oxide (N2O) being the most abundant
constituents (Sawamoto et al. 2002; Jahangir et al. 2012; Jurado et al. 2018). While these
gases are commonly found in nature, humans have altered their concentrations in the
atmosphere by burning hydrocarbon reservoirs, such as coal and forested land. These
activities move carbon from a solid state to a gaseous state, along with the release of
other GHGs through melting permafrost and landfill emissions and, in turn, elevate their
concentrations in the atmosphere (NOAA 2016). As the concentrations increase, the rate
at which Earth loses heat decreases and, thus, the “greenhouse effect” occurs and causes
the planet to warm at an increasingly rapid rate compared to natural trends. Oceans are
also affected by the increase in atmospheric CO2, because they are absorbing elevated
concentrations and becoming more acidic (lower pH), which could have detrimental
effect on marine life (Haigh et al. 2015).
Agricultural practices are estimated to be among the lowest of all sources in causing
the production of GHGs (EPA 2016); yet, they still contribute a measurable amount and
quantifying their transport and fate and is needed. Fertilizer application is the most
common for N2O production, which contributes over half of the emissions (EPA 2016).
Livestock, with their unique digestive tracks, produce CH4 through enteric fermentation
and account for one-third of the total emissions percentage. The sourcing and movement
of GHGs from these sources in certain landscapes, such as karst areas, is yet unknown
and in need of further study. Carbon dioxide, N2O, and CH4 are important GHGs that
contribute to global warming and anthropogenic GHGs are changing the Earth’s climate
1

(Houghton et al. 2001; Ferron et al. 2007). Anthropogenic GHGs on a global scale are
responsible for up to 12% of emissions and, of these emissions, agricultural land use
accounts for 50% of CH4 and 60% of N2O (Smith et al. 2007). Indirect GHGs are linked
to precipitation and groundwater, where these waters are considered a medium or a
means of transport of such gases into bodies of water. Indirect GHGs are now being
studied as a different component and should be included in the overall GHGs budget for
in direct line with atmospheric GHGs. Soil and subsoil (bedrock, epikarst) are considered
to have a denser concentration of GHGs than the atmosphere, because of natural
contributions from microbial populations and root respiration.
Best management practices (BMPs) on how organic and inorganic fertilizers may be
used are also a contributing factor of GHGs emissions, because fertilizers retain moisture,
which affects how the emission is produced (Synder et al. 2009). In order to reduce
emissions in the agricultural sector, certain practices must be established (Roberts 2007;
Fixen 2007; Synder 2008; Synder et al. 2009); these include, but are not limited to, 1)
choosing the right fertilizer that best matches crop needs; 2) the use of appropriate
fertilizer rates; 3) application time of fertilizer, coinciding to plant uptake to avoid losses
to air and water; 4) a well-balanced nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium (N-P-K) rate for
supplying all nutrients to plants; and 5) consistent management and planning for efficient
fertilizer application and uptake of plants. Through improved land management,
fertilizing crops with precise amounts of nitrogen can improve uptake efficiency and
reduce emissions.
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1.1 Greenhouse gases in groundwater
Dissolved GHGs are increasingly important parameters to measure for determination of
their influence in groundwater in biogeochemical environments (Jahangir et al. 2012). Reay et al.
(2009) state that indirect N2O emissions are a quantitatively recognized component of total N2O
emissions related to agricultural practices. Staying true to this concept, the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) uses a default emission factor of 0.0025 for indirect N2O
emissions associated with groundwater. Dissolved CO2 in surface waters is also essential to the
terrestrial carbon cycle by creating a pathway from groundwater to the surface for the gas to
travel (Minamikawa et al. 2010). CH4 emissions from groundwater to the atmosphere are
substantial, because of the concentration gradient of dissolved CH4 between the atmosphere and
water bodies (Sawamoto et al. 2003).
Although GHGs have been studied frequently in natural systems, especially with
respect to the carbon cycle, few studies have made the effort to delineate the fate of
GHGs in groundwater in karst environments, In these areas, the surface and subsurface
are interconnected and GHGs may be stored or transported through aquifer processes and
later released downstream. Little is known as to whether a karst setting could be a sink
that reduces the production of GHGs from nonpoint sources, or an avenue by which they
could easily be transmitted through the groundwater system and later released to the
atmosphere. This study establishes better understanding of the link between karst
processes and indirect, dissolved GHGs in karst groundwater systems under agricultural
land use settings.

3

1.2 Problem Statement and Research Questions
Agricultural land use covers much of the watershed and contributes various
contaminants and constituents to the karst groundwater system. Improved BMPs could
further decrease the likelihood of contamination entering the groundwater via sinkholes,
streams from runoff, and drainage tiles, including the emission and production of indirect
GHGs. The questions this research answers include:
1) What is the fate of indirect GHGs in groundwater in a well-developed,
telogenetic karst environment?
2) What are the seasonal and annual influences of agricultural practices on
indirect GHGs in karst groundwater?
By studying indirect GHGs processes at Crumps Cave in Warren County,
Kentucky, which is situated entirely in an agricultural setting, conclusive answers to these
questions inform better water quality management practices, which can be used across
most karst areas.
Agricultural land use in the United States (U.S.) comprises around 165,074 ha
(USDA ERS 2016) and about 20% of U.S. land surface is karst (USGS 2016).
Agricultural practices over karst terrain are common and every measure needs to be taken
to protect the karst environments that lie beneath. Extra precautions need to be enforced
and BMPs developed to keep contaminants out of the disappearing streams, springs, and
caves that make up karst environments (Fleury 2009). In Kentucky, approximately 55%
of the state is underlain by soluble carbonate bedrock (typically limestone or dolostones)
that has the potential to develop into a karst landscape over time and be vulnerable to
agricultural threats.
4

Groundwater flows through the conduits and fractures of the bedrock and enters
the aquifers. It is estimated that nearly 10,000 households in Kentucky use groundwater
as their potable water source (KGS 2014). Wells are the primary sources of water for
these households and contamination is a growing problem since most do not have a
controlled method for treating the water. The problem with karst landscapes is that very
little filtration occurs naturally in the limestone, due to its porous nature and the rapid
surface to subsurface flow times (Ford and Williams 2007). Karst groundwater is highly
susceptible to contamination, because of this lack of filtration. Nonpoint sources are the
main threats to groundwater, including storm water runoff, fecal matter from animals,
agricultural land use practices, septic waste, and urban development (EPA 2014). Several
sources can contribute to groundwater contamination (Figure 1.1). Agricultural land use
practices are one of the main nonpoint source contaminants (Laini et al. 2011).
Application of organic based fertilizers that are spread over land areas will have the
tendency to leach through the soil profile. Once in the soil, these organic fertilizers can
develop GHGs through microbial processes that will become dissolved in groundwater
and eventually released and trapped in the atmosphere (Hiscock et al. 2003).

5

Figure 1.1 Nonpoint-sources contamination of groundwater
(Source: Paul Mirocha 2018).
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
Epigenic karst landscapes are primarily formed from highly soluble carbonate
bedrock, which underlies about 20% of the Earth’s surface (Reed et al. 2010). Over
geologic time, this soluble rock dissolves by the driving forces of water, temperature, and
carbon dioxide combining in the atmosphere and soil to create carbonic acid, which
percolates through fractures of the bedrock (Palmer 2007; Bakalowicz 2004) forming
sinkholes, sinking streams, and caves, that are all characteristics of an epigenic karst
landscape. Carbonic acid enters the fractures and structural weaknesses of the bedrock
and slowly dissolves it away (Palmer 2007). A karst landscape diagram (Figure 2.1)
illustrates how a typical karst landscape in Kentucky is characterized. Karst landscapes
contain aquifers that store groundwater often used by the people that live near those
areas. Karst regions of the world contain aquifers that supply at least 25% of the world’s
fresh water (Anaya et al. 2014) and, in the United States, nearly 40% of the drinking
water comes from karst aquifers (Ford and Wiliams 2008). In Kentucky, about 55% of
the state contains soluble rock that either is in the process of development or could (in
due time) develop into a karst landscape (Currens 2002). Karst landscapes generally
consists of limestone (the most common) and dolomite rock with the synergy of elements
to form such landscapes and terrains and these elements include: rock structure and type;
fluid dynamics and dissolution; geometry of the stratigraphic dip; gradient of the
subsurface solution flow; and local and regional climate change over a geological time
scale (Palmer 1991; Palmer 2007).
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Figure 2.1 Typical Kentucky karst landscape (Source: KGS 2014)

As part of the karst system, epigenic solution caves are formed from groundwater
that originates at the surface; understanding how these types of caves interact and
respond to the surface is critical in the health of the cave itself. Solution caves have two
distinct sections that are unique to their development; the unsaturated zone and the
saturated zone (Palmer 2007). The unsaturated zone is where the mixing of air and water
take place, also acting as storage of local groundwater in a perched sink and can be a
source for soil microbial activity (Bakalowicz 2004). The saturated zone containing the
groundwater and aquifer that the unsaturated zone feeds via allogenic or autogenic means
will eventually discharge into surface streams controlled by the water table. The
unsaturated zone is also the initial phase where atmospheric gases interchange with the
soil and water to sustain biological activity and soil organic matter.
2.1 Greenhouse Gases Impacts on Air and Groundwater Quality.
The three types of naturally occurring GHGs are carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrous
oxide (N2O), and methane (CH4). The half-life of the three gases in years is ~100, 60, and
8

6, respectively (CDIAC 2016). The most concentrated in the atmosphere is CO2 with over
400 parts per million (ppm) based of off the Keeling Curve at the Mauna Loa
Observatory (Figure 2.2) (Scripps Institution of Oceanography 2018). In groundwater,
one concern is that CO2 can replace the oxygen levels as dissolved CO2 and have a
detrimental impact on freshwater species. Eutrophication can occur with elevated N2O
(Laini et al. 2011). CH4 is closely related to CO2 in the carbon cycle and thus needs more
research to understand its role in the carbon cycle in dissolved water in respect to karst
environment (Mattey et al. 2013).
Carbon sequestration is an ongoing practice to remove atmospheric carbon and
storing it into either underground reservoirs or soil as a carbon sink (Smith 2016). CH4 is
the second most abundant GHG and is mainly a byproduct of livestock emissions in the
atmosphere and from the decay of organic matter in the soil. It plays an important role as
food for microbial life in the soil. N2O is of the most concern when it comes to the
atmosphere and groundwater. Elevated N2O concentrations can be found in groundwater,
because it is a by-product of denitrification and nitrification (Laini et al. 2011). Laini et
al. (2011) found that a correlation between nitrate and nitrous oxide is common for
nitrification and acidification of water. This was due to the nitrifiers producing protons
and may provide insight to carbonate sediment dissolution, which would explain the
relationship between N2O and CO2.
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Figure 2.2 Concentrations of carbon dioxide levels currently the highest in recorded history (Source:
Scripps Institution of Oceanography 2018).

2.2 CO2 in Karst Landscapes
It is well known that karst landscapes play a role in the global carbon cycle. Karst
are presumed to be a potential sink for greenhouse gases (GHGs) because drainage of
enlarged fractures and networks below the surface ease atmospheric exchange. Carbon
dioxide is consumed through the process of dissolution of carbonate rock in geochemical
reactions (Webster et al. 2018). The dominant of the three major GHGs in concentration
is CO2; it is the main gas in the atmosphere that will form carbonic acid when mixed with
an aqueous solution to accelerate the dissolution of carbonate rock (Ek and Gewelt 1985).
With seasonal changes and a decrease in surface ambient temperature, a cave’s CO2
concentration will flux according to density driven conditions. Surface air will mix and
decrease the cave air concentrations, causing a degassing effect of dissolved CO2 in
groundwater: and can cause the precipitation of calcite deposits (Wigley and Brown
1976; Breecker et al. 2012). CO2 can come from different sources, such as atmosphere,
soil respiration, animal respiration, geological seismic activities, decomposition of
10

organic matter, and degassing of groundwater (James 1977; Troester and White 1984;
Breecker et al. 2012). Soil CO2, via respiration of root/rhizosohere, decomposition of
organic matter, and surface air, are considered the dominant sources of cave CO2
(Troester and White 1984; Ek and Gewelt 1985; Breecker et al. 2012). Ek and Gewelt
(1985) concluded that CO2 emerging from the soil and entering into the cave is derived
from a gas in the epikarst or dissolved in water seepage. Daoxian (1997) reported that
karst could be a sink or source for CO2 by dissolution of carbonate or degassing along
with carbonate precipitation, respectively. Sensitivity of karst landscapes is also a factor
of soil CO2. Within thin soils, during seasonal change, concentrations of CO2 will rise
from winter to summer. Daoxian (2007) reported that during the seasonal change
bicarbonate (HCO3-) will also increase and argues this represents the triphase of CO2H2O-CO3 response to temperature, climate, water and gas movement, and biogenic
processes.
2.3 CH4 in Karst Landscapes
Methane (CH4) as an atmospheric GHG has been studied numerous times for
surface concentrations and mitigations (Whiting and Chanton 2001; Kammann et al.
2012; Philippe and Nicks 2015). In karst areas CH4 is not a widely studied GHG and little
is known about its fate in the unsaturated zone of a karst landscape. CH4 is formed and
consumed in the unsaturated zone near the surface by microbial processes where ambient
temperature is relatively similar to the surface temperature. It is derived from carbon in
organic matter or CO2 (Mattey et al. 2013). In the final stages of decaying organic matter,
CH4 is respired by anaerobic means of archaea (Thauer et al. 1989) and the consumption
of the CH4 is controlled by microbial processes in aerobic and anaerobic conditions
11

(Raghoebarsing et al. 2006). Mattey (2013) suggest, that CH4 is a valuable tracer within
karst landscapes, due to its dissimilarity to CO2 and sensitivity to redox conditions.
Atmospheric temperatures at the surface play a significant role in methane concentrations
via cave ventilation (Waring et al. 2017). Seasonal changes in summer causes CH4 to be
displaced deeper into the cave system due to temperature gradient with the opposite
effect happening in the winter months, as the CH4 will be forced back to the shallower
point of the cave system (Waring et al. 2017). CH4, in the summer months, can be totally
mitigated by the initial partial depletion via aerobic methanotrophs in the epikarst soil
region and through fissures of the cave system (Topp and Pattey 1997). Karst landscape
soils are considered to compose an aerobic CH4 sink that is not identified and is a
possible contributor to the changeability of the aerobic soil sink in the karst landscape
with dynamic climate response (Topp and Pattey 1997; Le Mer and Roger 2001;
Kirschke et al. 2013). Whilst there are surface and cave studies that relate CH4 to
production and consumption at the atmospheric level, little to no research has been
conducted on the fate of CH4 in an aqueous solution or dissolved by storm water or
groundwater. Dissolved CH4 as a GHGs could be another compelling story as to what
happens at the surface and how it is transported, mitigated, or released into the
atmosphere and/or to what extent is concentrations being detected in groundwater at a
seasonal change.
2.4 N2O in Karst Landscapes
Nitrous oxide (N2O) as a GHGs has long been associated with land use as a
source of contamination, because of surface practices; soil is foremost the source for
atmospheric N2O by supplying approximately 70% globally (Bouwman 1990). In the
12

soil, N2O from microbial processes of nitrification and denitrification is predominantly a
byproduct; however, human practices to land have caused a concern to the rising of N2O
concentrations in the atmosphere (Jianzhong et al. 2013). In karst areas, groundwater is
extremely susceptible to contamination of N2O from anthropogenic measures, due to the
rapid recharge that can infiltrate the fissures and conduits of the unsaturated zone,
moreover, with the inadequate qualitative information of N2O emissions with respects to
land use (Jianzhong et al. 2013; Opsahl et al. 2016). Smith et al. (1994) concluded that
during seasonal changes, N2O is difficult to quantify; furthermore, Opsahl et al. (2016)
believe that estimations of N2O emissions are poorly observed in karst regions with
respect to effects on land use and human involvement.
To resolve issues that N2O may cause in atmosphere, soil, and groundwater; one
must understand the nitrogen cycle. Rivett et al. (2008) describes the nitrogen cycle
(Figure 2.3) in detail. In the denitrification process, the denitrifier organisms are
ubiquitous in the saturated and unsaturated zones and are essential to the nitrogen cycle in
regard to the reduction of nitrate (NO3-) to nitrogen gas (Knowles 1982). Through the
denitrification process, the endpoint is fixed at a nitrogen gas; however, during the
transformation phase, the process can create nitrogen oxides that are far more detrimental
to the environment (Rivett et al. 2008). These gases are the product of acid rain and
destroy the upper ozone and created ground level ozone layers (Rivett et al. 2008).
Nitrification process is where ammonium (NH4+) is converted to nitrite then to nitrate via
oxidation; some of the nitrogen is incompletely oxidized and then released into the
atmosphere as N2O. This process is favored in aerobic conditions. In land use application
and practices this is an extreme concern because of what the N2O can do to the
13

atmosphere (Bremner and Blackmer 1978). Under certain circumstances, BMPs can
contain inhibitors to control the nitrification process to slow down, so uptake is more
successful by the plant. In karst areas, N2O as dissolved gas is vastly understudied and
there could be great potential as to what a karst system can do to mitigate the
accumulating gases from entering the atmosphere.

Figure 2.3 Nitrogen Cycle and its interactions to groundwater (Source: Rivett et al. 2008).

2.5 Agricultural Land Use over Karst
In the United States, approximately 20 percent of the land surface is karst (USGS
2016) and total cropland used for agricultural principal crops planted in 2012 covered
158,636,771 ha the 2012 Census of Agriculture (USDA-ERS 2017). Recent efforts by
Weary and Doctor (2014) have revised and updated a complete map of karst areas in the
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United States, thus providing the opportunity to better quantify some of the potential
impacts to karst regions from agricultural practices, at least in a generalized manner. The
focus has been more in-depth to involve crops as a non-point source, rather than grazing
land for livestock, even though grazing of livestock does contribute to the global concern
of GHGs issues. Agricultural practices from organic and inorganic fertilizers applications
to soil tillage can cause serious influences on the health of the karst landscape. Transport
of fecal indicator bacteria (FIB) from organic fertilizer application to the groundwater has
been a concern for many years. Solutions, such as lagoon manure or water with high
levels of bacteria, that are broadcast onto the surface will percolate through the
unsaturated zone and enter the saturated zone at a rapid pace, thus causing a distribution
of bacteria laden solution to enter the groundwater and disperse over long distances
(Allen and Morrison 1973). Boyer and Pasquarell (1999) concluded that FIB can be
detected several kilometers away from the source. Septic tanks are also a contributor of
FIB contamination to the groundwater; leaky septic tanks can slowly distribute
wastewater into the karst landscape (Boyer and Pasquarell 1995). Nitrates are also a
problematic contaminant often related to agriculture land use. Inorganic and organic
fertilizer application and wastewater from agricultural broadcasting enters the soil,
percolates down through the fractures of the unsaturated zone, and then enters the
groundwater (Canter 1997; Neill et al. 2003) where it will contaminate and travel to
surface streams or major rivers. Neill et al. (2003) noted that because of the lack of
filtration in the epikarst and unsaturated zone, nitrate levels are elevated in the
groundwater basins that tend to have agricultural practices in place.
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2.6 Agricultural Land Use and Greenhouse Gases
Agricultural is one of the largest contributors to GHGs emissions with the
inclusion of soil degradation and biomass burning; with this being stated; agriculture will
account for one-third of all anthropogenic impact (Cole et al. 1997). The majority of the
GHGs come from CO2 with soil manipulation (e.g., tillage), microbial decay, or burning
of plant material. Cultivation of soils aerates the soil and emits CO2 causing a carbon flux
into the atmosphere (Kasimir-Klemedtsson et al. 1997). One way to help mitigate CO2 in
the atmosphere is by increasing the organic material of the soil; this will convert the
carbon source to a carbon sink (VandenBygaart et al. 2004). Reduce, or conservation,
tillage is also another form of land usage that farmers have adopted to reduce CO2
emissions by lessening disturbance to the soil profile (West and Post 2002; Gregorich et
al. 2005)
N2O flux direct from field application to the soil is only a part of the emission
problem (Bouwman 1996); denitrification from nitrogen fertilizers that are leached from
soils and enter the groundwater becomes dissolved; these dissolved N2O gases will
eventually surface and degas, emitting N2O into the atmosphere (Bouwman 1996; Laini
et at. 2011). Animal waste is also an important factor for N2O emission; the way manure
is handled, stored, or applied are all contributing factors of N2O emissions (Gregorich et
al. 2005).
CH4 is commonly associated with animal production; land that is well aerated is a
sink for atmospheric CH4 (Gregorich et al.2005). In the soil, biological factors use CH4 as
a source of energy and production where it is rapidly oxidized; it is stated that these
microbial influences operate in both summer and winter where depleting of cave CH4 is
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common (Mattey et al. 2013). CH4 is produced by the decay of organic matter and the
reduction of CO2 under highly anaerobic conditions (Topp and Pattey 1997; Gregorich et
al. 2005). Mattey et al. (2013) also suggest that, since lipids are present in drip water (Li
et al. 2011), microbial populations that are responsible for CH4 production/ consumption
and organic matter are also penetrating the fissures and cracks of the epikarst and enter
the cave and groundwater, which implies that bacterial oxidization occurs in winter
months. This indicates that surface practices can alter the CH4 the epikarst and bedrock
long after the growing season is over.
2.7 Water Quality in Karst Areas
Water quality in Kentucky is an ongoing concern. Sediments and fecal indicator
bacteria (FIB) are the two main threats to watersheds, according to the Energy and
Environment Cabinet (EEC), Kentucky Division of Water (Energy and Environment
Cabinet 2016). Agriculture-based contamination is the most common (Howell et al.
1995) and as a responsibility to the protection of groundwater supplies, agricultural
operations are required by law to have an agricultural water quality plan (Energy and
Environment Cabinet 2016).
Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act puts forth the regulation of how much the
Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) of any given pollutant a body of water can have
and still meet water quality standards (Copeland 2006). Along with the creation of the
Clean Water Act, regulatory services have created water quality parameters as a guide to
develop a general water quality index (WQI). These parameters include turbidity, fecal
coliform bacteria, dissolved oxygen (DO), specific conductivity (SpC), and total
phosphorus, which can pollute groundwater, particularly in karst areas, because of the
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potential for rapid groundwater movement through channels in bedrock. Turbidity is
caused by the presence of suspended and dissolved matter, such as clay, silt, finely
divided organic matter, plankton and other microscopic organisms, organic acids, and
dyes (Wilde 2014). Total suspended solids include silt and clay particles, plankton, algae,
fine organic debris, and other particulate matter. These are particles that will not pass
through a 2-micron filter (US EPA 2014a). These two parameters can be used to
determine water quality issues as a proxy for other contaminants. Groundwater in karst
aquifers is extremely susceptible to contamination from surface practices (e.g.,
agriculture, storm water runoff), because of the lack of adequate filtration and rapid
recharge movement (White 1988; Pasquarell and Boyer 1995). It is important to monitor
and safeguard groundwater for possible contaminants that will affect nearly 10,000
Kentucky homes that depend on the domestic water supply (Kentucky Geological Survey
2014).
2.8 Agricultural Influences on Greenhouse Gases
The warming of the atmosphere and the gases that contribute to it are constantly
being monitored. On the agricultural side, GHGs come from many sources, such as
fertilizers, livestock, and soils (Kasimir-Klemedtsson et al. 1997; Laini et al. 2011; Fang
et al. 2012). Emissions from agricultural practices (60% of N2O and 50% CH4) account
for 10-12% of total global anthropogenic emissions (Fang et al. 2012). Most farmers
utilize a conventional tilled practice and nitrogen is the common fertilizer for plant
growth and yield. With this practice, the nitrogen (N) is mineralized slowly and the
plant’s ability to uptake rapidly is low and thus the nitrogen is susceptible for leaching
into the groundwater leading to dissolved N2O (Karhu et al. 2011) or along with CO2
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emitted into the atmosphere (Kasimir-Klemedtsson et al. 1997). CO2 emissions come
from the oxidation of organic matter (OM) and are released through soil pores (KasimirKlemedtsson et al. 1997). Laini et al. (2011) studied input and output N loads and found
there are missing amounts of N. The researchers believe that nitrification and
denitrification cause the aforementioned compound to be released into the atmosphere or
groundwater. CH4 and CO2 are closely related in the carbon cycle. CH4 is oxidized to
CO2 via microbial processes. CH4 production is a by-product of livestock or the decay of
plant material in the soil.
2.9 Tracers
To quantify GHGs emissions of the research site, tracer injections are necessary
to evaluate the flow paths and rate of the water (to quantify discharge) in relation to
dissolved GHGs. Tracers are dynamic tools for investigations on how movement is
observed. Soluble tracers, such as fluorescent dyes and particle tracers, or microspheres,
are used to study groundwater flow and the migration of contaminants (Göppert and
Goldscheider 2008). According to Goldscheider et al. (2003), fluorescent dyes, sodiumnaphthionate, and eosin are useful soluble tracers because naphthionate is an UVfluorescent dye and, thus, invisible in water in concentrations less than 1,000 mg/L.
Fluorescent microspheres and clubmoss spores of Lycopodium clavatum, dyed with
fluorescent acridine orange, were selected as particle tracers. Clubmoss spores are not
visible in karst groundwater and have been used with success in tracer experiments;
however, Nguyet and Goldscheider (2006) used 500 g of uranine and 500 g of rhodamine
B in their study, along with activated charcoal packets, which are used to detect
fluorescent dyes through accumulation. Results show that only 0.81% of the fluorescent
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dye, sodium-naphthionate and only 14 of the 1.7x1012 of microspheres were recovered in
specific sample sites of the 1998 experiment (Goldscheider et al. 2003). The study
conducted by Nguyet and Goldscheider (2006) had a recovery rate of specific sample
sites of 73% and 74%, respectively. Sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) is a stable atmospheric gas
used a tracer that can be injected via water. A generic way to incorporate the gas is to
“bubble” into deionized water and measure the concentration using gas chromatography,
electron capture detector (ECD). Goanta (2011) found that using the ECD method it is
possible to detect concentrations in the parts per trillion (ppt), which is far below the
detection limit of CO2 (parts per million), CH4, and NO2 (parts per billion).
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Chapter 3: Study Area
Research was conducted at Crumps Cave (CC) in northern Warren County,
Kentucky in the Smith’s Grove area, (Figure 3.1) which will represent the rural aspects of
this study, and three source locations in Bowling Green, Kentucky (BG), (Figure 3.2)
which will constitute the urban comparison location. These sites were chosen for their
respected locations in the county and because of the predominantly agricultural and urban
settings, respectively. Controlled experiments were conducted in a natural setting and
utilized all surface land use occurrences in these areas. CC serves as a representative
sample for the broader regional karst setting and the generation of a map of U.S. karst
areas with agricultural land use will be used to better quantify the potential impacts of
GHGs emissions in karst areas. BG sites demonstrate how typical karst areas that are
only influenced by urban activity with no agricultural effects should respond and serve as
a control to verify the impacts of agricultural land use in a rural setting.
3.1 Crumps Cave
CC is located in the Pennyroyal Plateau sinkhole plain in south-central Kentucky
with the entrance being part of a large one hectare sinkhole with a near horizontal
passage that measures on average 6 m tall and 18 m wide and is formed in upper St.
Louis limestone with a roughly 2° dip to the northwest (Groves et al. 2013). The surface
vegetation consists of deciduous trees and shrubs all around the cave sinkhole with a
diversity of botanical flowering species and sub-tropic grasslands. The cave floor is about
25 m from the surface on which agriculture practices occur. Regional aquifer recharge
lies within the Graham Springs groundwater basin and discharges at the Wilkins Blue
Hole in the Barren River (Vanderhoff 2011). The water source that the samples will
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derive from drains through fractures and channels in the epikarst as a perennial waterfall,
which is known as water fall one (WF1) (Groves et al. 2005). WF1 is located 40 m from
the cave entrance and is approximately 4.5 m in height. The layout of CC as seen in
Figures 3.1 shows the site plan of CC and the surface context. There are multiple
monitoring sites on the surface, including a weather station, three soil lysimeters at
varying depths (10, 20, and 30 cm), and two wells, one that is shallow (~15 m) and one
deep (~50 m) penetrating the epikarst and regional aquifers, respectively.
3.1.1 Crumps Cave Soil Characteristics
Pembroke and Baxter soil types are the predominant types in the CC area.
Pembroke being a well-drained soil that is formed in a loess that is underlain by alluvium
or residuum limestone holds a characteristic of silt loam which gets more acidic as depth
increases and has a slope of zero to two percent. Baxter is a well-drained, gravelly silt
loam formed in fine-textured residuum of cherty limestone with a slope of two to 60
percent and is typical in karst areas that is more acidic as depth increases (NRCS 2018).
3.2 Climate
The research site is situated in Warren County, Kentucky and has a humid
subtropical climate. The average annual temperature is 14.4° C, with the spring season
averaging 14.1° C and fall being 15.0° C. Average annual precipitation is 126.33 cm with
the spring season having the highest total of 36.19 cm based on monthly climatological
averages from 1981 to 2010 (NOAA 2014).
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Figure 3.1. Crumps Cave sampling sites and land use (map created by author).
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Figure 3.2. Bowling Green, city sampling sites and land use (map created by author).
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Chapter 4: Methodology
For this study, an array of different methodologies was executed to collect,
process, and analyze samples that originated from atmospheric and groundwater sources.
Sampling durations were weekly for a time span between September 30, 2015 and
September 26, 2017; during that time, two storm events occurred; one on May 12, 2016
and another on May 04, 2017. The primary sampling points in a rural setting included
three soil lysimeters, two groundwater monitoring wells, an in-cave waterfall (WF1), and
an atmospheric weather monitoring station. Air quality samples were collected from three
different locations, including the surface, cave entrance, and WF1 (Figure 4.1). In
comparison, for supplemental data, an urban setting was sampled for non-agricultural
influences, where the basin was surrounded by urban housing and small businesses; two
injection wells along with a creek were sampled for water quality; the creek was also
sampled for atmospheric quality. Field and analytical methods include grab samples for
analysis of microbial primers (Cook et al. 2017), total coliform and Escherichia-coli (E.
coli) (IDEXX 2017), automated data logging (YSI 2013), anions/cations (Loughrin et al.
2013), discharge and water level, atmospheric and dissolved greenhouse gas (Loughrin et
al. 2012; 2013), bicarbonate buffering (Loughrin et al. 2017), and dissolved organic
carbon (Shimadzu 2017). Data analyses were conducted using Excel, SigmaPlot, and
ArcGIS software. Excel was utilized for basic data storage and calculations, SigmaPlot
was operated to create graphs and statistical analysis of data, and ArcGIS was employed
to create land use maps and study area maps. Surface maps were generated for
agricultural land use purposes that are directly related to karst environments to
statistically estimate the potential GHGs impact on groundwater.
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Figure 4.1. Crumps Cave plan view and research site (Source: Polk et al. 2013).

4.1 Site Selection
There are two separate well sites associated at Crumps Cave (CC); Shallow Well
(SW) and Deep Well (DW), that are 15 meters and 50 meters deep. Both have existing
pressure transducers in place that were utilized for recording water height in meters at a
10-minute resolution. Water Fall One (WF1) has a continuous monitoring system of
different scientific equipment in situ that was used to acquire basic hydrogeochemical
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data, including an YSI EXO II data logger and Onset HOBO temperature and relative
humidity loggers. On the surface, three soil lysimeters were used in extracting the soil
water from three different depths: 10, 20, and 30 cm. Grab samples were collected, and
subsamples were injected into glass vials for dissolved greenhouse gas determination
along with atmospheric greenhouse gas samples for air quality on the surface near the
wells at the cave entrance, and at WF1.
As a comparison to the rural karst landscape, an urban site was selected in the city
of Bowling Green, Kentucky to determine if rural agricultural land use practices were a
point source for seasonal change in hydrogeochemistry and greenhouse gas flux. This site
is strictly an urban setting that had no agricultural influence so a true comparison could
be declared. The data derived is supplemental in nature and was used to determine
agricultural impacts on a karst landscape. Weekly grab samples were taken at three
locations: 822 Payne Street (822), 906 Payne Street (906), and New Spring Creek (NS)
and measured for hydrogeochemistry and injected into vials for dissolved greenhouse gas
concentrations along with an atmospheric greenhouse gas sample at the surface spring.
Two wells, 822 and 906, were similar in depth to the aforementioned CC wells and a
groundwater spring that flows beneath the city surfaces approximately 1.42 km northeast
of the urban well sampling sites.
4.2 Field Sample and Data Collection
Sample collection began on September 30, 2015 at CC well sites and WF1 and on
February 14, 2017 in Bowling Green, Kentucky. On the surface, one-liter disposable well
bailers were used to collect water samples from each well site, 500 mL of the water were
transferred into a 500 mL Nalgene bottle that was acid washed and autoclaved for
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sterilization, then placed in an ice-filled cooler for preservation until further bacterial and
anion/cation laboratory analysis could be processed within four hours of collection. For
each sample, 100 mL was used to clean and fill the reservoir of an YSI 556 multiparameter handheld instrument that measured; pH (±0.2 units), specific conductivity
(SpC) (±0.001 mS∙cm-1), temperature (±0.15o C), and dissolved oxygen (DO) (±0.1mg∙L1

). On October 11, 2016 the deployment of a new YSI ProDSS (digital sampling system)

multi-parameter handheld replaced the aging 556 multi-parameter sonde, which utilized
the same measurements and both units were used for a two-week period to make certain
that continuity existed in sampling results. The accuracy of the new ProDSS is as
follows; pH (±0.2 units), specific conductivity (SpC) (±0.001 mS∙cm-1), temperature
(±0.2o C), and dissolved oxygen (DO) (±0.1mg∙L-1). For dissolved organic carbon, 50 mL
of sample was filtered through a Whatman 0.45 µm syringe filter into a BD conical tube
and placed in an iced cooler for analysis within a four-hour time frame. For the
determination of dissolved greenhouse gases, a 20 mL Wheaton glass vial was prepared
for each site in triplicates; 9.5 mL of an 0.1 normal hydrochloric acid solution was added;
a rubber septum and aluminum cap were crimped and the vials was vented using a ultrahigh purity helium for one minute. At each sample site, 0.5 mL of sample was injected
through the septum using a one mL BD syringe and a 23-gauge Precisionglide™ needle
into each vial and shaken to make a homogenous mixture (Loughrin et al 2013; 2017).
All aspects of sampling techniques in the aforementioned sections, minus the well
bailers were utilized below the surface at WF1. Bulk sampling of the water included
direct filling of a 500 mL Nalgene bottle; 50 mL BD conical tube; 100 mL in YSI
reservoir for hydrogeochemical analysis near an outlet of the discharge bucket. The 0.5
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mL sample needed for dissolved greenhouse gas was extracted from the 50 mL conical
tube before filtration and injected into the appropriate vials. At NS, sampling was done
by submerging and discarding in triplicates a 500 mL Nalgene bottle and 50 mL BD
conical tube, then filled to capacity. These reservoirs were capped while submerged, then
placed in an iced cooler for further laboratory processes. For the hydrogeochemical data,
the ProDSS probes were submerged until reaching equilibrium, and then data were
recorded. A 0.5 mL sample needed for dissolved greenhouse gas was extracted from the
flowing creek by submerging the needle and filling into the syringe then injecting into the
vial through the septum. Along with the water sampling at WF1, an EXO II data logger
sonde collected 10-minute interval, high resolution, hydrogeochemical parameters and a
HOBO transducer collected pressure and temperature within the discharge bucket
underneath the waterfall itself.
Atmospheric greenhouse gas samples were collected in triplicate on the surface of
CC, at the cave entrance, at WF1, and NS. In preparation of these samples, a 20 mL
Wheaton glass vial was crimped with a rubber septum and aluminum cap, then vented
using an ultra-high purity helium for one minute. Using a Barnant vacuum pump station
(model 400-3910) with a BD 18-gauge needle attached to a hose end, a vacuum was
placed on the vials by extracting all air from vial for 15 seconds. A BD 60 mL syringe
with a 23-gauge needle was filled and extracted three times to full capacity of the
sampling air to prime the syringe. After the syringe was primed, the syringe was filled to
capacity and 35 mL was vented to the atmosphere and 25 mL was injected through the
septum into the vial.
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Soil lysimeter samples at 10, 20, and 30 cm depths were extracted and collected in
50 mL conical tubes and 0.5 mL of sample from the conical tubes was injected into vials
for greenhouse gas analysis (as described above) and shaken for a homogenous mixture.
The rest was placed in cooler for laboratory analysis within four hours.
4.3 Laboratory Preparation and Data Collection
Water samples analyses were analuzed in accordance to the standard methods of
APHA (1998). Anion/cations concentrations of chloride (Cl-), nitrate (NO2−
3 ), nitrite
+
+
(NO2− ), phosphate (PO4), sulfate (SO2−
4 ), potassium (K ), sodium (Na ), magnesium

(Mg2+), and calcium (Ca2+) from each location were filtered through a Whatman
polypropylene luer-lock 0.45µm filter using a BD one mL syringe into a Thermo
Scientific 2.0 mL glass vial and analyzed within 24 hours on an ion chromatography (ICS
3000 Dual Pump, Dual Column, Dionex Corporation, San Francisco, Ca). Dissolved
organic carbon was analyzed from the 50 mL filtered sample using a Shimadzu TOC-L
instrument (Shimadzu Scientific Instruments, Columbia, MD) using Standards Methods
5310B for high-temperature catalytic oxidation (Shimadzu 2018).
4.3.1 Total Coliforms and Escherichia-coli
Total coliforms and Escherichia-coli (E. coli) were measured using the IDEXX,
Coliert-18/Quanti-Tray™ method (IDEXX, 2018), which is recognized as the new
International Organization for Standards (ISO) for detecting total coliforms and E. coli.
Samples were dilute by ten-fold using water generated from a Purelab® Ultra water
purification system (ELGA, United Kingdom) that has a purity of 18.2 MΩ-cm by adding
10 mL of sample to 90 mL of the purified water; Coliert-18 media pack was then added
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and shaken until media was dissolved; contents was poured into the Quanti-Tray, sealed,
and placed in an incubator at 37o C overnight.
4.3.2 Molecular analysis:
Based on the turbidity of the collected water sample, a range 20-500 mL of water
sample were filtered onto 0.2 mm white polycarbonate filters (Millipore, Billerica, MA).
Filters were placed into a lysing matrix tube supplied by the FastDNA Spin kit for soils
(MP Biomedical, Solon, OH, USA) and DNA was extracted according to manufacturer’s
specifications. Quantitative, real-time polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) was used to
evaluate DNA extracts for concentration of total bacteria, nitrifying, denitrifying,
methanotroph, methanogen, and sulfate reducing bacterial populations.
Primers, probes, and the qPCR protocols for each assay are shown in primer
(Table 4.1) (Costello et al. 1999; Luton et al. 2002; Harms et al. 2003; Throbäck et al.
2004; Leloup et al. 2007; Cook et al. 2015). Primers in this study were designed using the
default parameters of PrimerQuest Tool by Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc. To rule
out possible PCR inhibition, dilutions of the DNA (1:10, and 1:50) were made for some
samples and five μL of the diluted DNA or two μL of undiluted DNA were used as a
template for qPCR reactions. Taqman assays were performed in Qiagen HotStarTaq
Master Mix (Qiagen), and SYBR assays were performed in QuantiTect SYBR Green
PCR mix (Qiagen) in a total volume of 25 uL. Primers and the dual-labeled Black Hole
Quencher probes were prepared by Biosearch Technologies, Inc. The amplification
mixture contained three mmol L−1 MgCl2, 600 nmol L−1 each primer, 200 nmol L−1 of
probe (for Taqman assays only), and sample DNA (1–10 ng) or standard (from 101 to 108
copies). Concentrations were calculated by dividing the copy number per amount of
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eluted DNA by the milliliter of water filtered for DNA extraction and the end value of
concentration is given as gene copies per mL.
All qPCR assays were run on the CFX 96Real-time PCR Detection System (BioRad) in a total volume of 25 microliters. Baseline values were set as the lowest
fluorescence signal measured in the well over all cycles. The baseline was subtracted
from all values, and the threshold was set to 1 SD of the mean. All PCR runs included
duplicates of standards and control reactions without template. Standard DNA analysis
consisted of using the plasmid PCR 2.1 vector (Invitrogen) carrying the appropriate insert
for the given assay.
4.3.3 Greenhouse Gas analysis
Carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrous oxide (N2O), and methane (CH4) were analyzed on
a gas chromatograph (GC) (Varian CP-3800, Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) that
was modified to analyze greenhouse gas (RSC Group LLC, Katy, TX). One mL of vial
headspace sample was injected by syringe and split by a switching valve, then transferred
onto a 1.8 m x 1.6 cm column packed with 80/100 mesh Hay Sep Q (Varian Associates)
connected to a thermal conductivity detector (TCD) that operated at 120oC for CO2
analysis. Another portion of sample traveled from the TCD to a flame ionization detector
(FID) at 275oC for CH4 analysis. A third and final portion of sample was split and
transferred onto a 1.8 m x 1.6 cm Silicosteel column packed with 80/100 mesh Hay Sep
Q (Varian Associates) connected to an electron capture detector (ECD) that operated at
300oC for N2O analysis (Loughrin et al. 2012, 2017).
Loughrin et al. (2017) developed a method to determine bicarbonate using a GC
in the place of the traditional titration method. This method was utilized in the
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determination of bicarbonate concentrations in the study by calculating total CO2
(solvated CO2, HCO3-, and CO32-) concentrations.
Calculations for the determination is as followed:
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑂2 , 𝑚𝑀 = 20 ∗

(0.8∗𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐+𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐)
1,000𝑢𝑔 𝑚𝑔 −1

∗

1
44.01 𝑚𝑔 𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑙 −1

(Eq. 4.1)

where 20 equals a dilution factor to account for the sample in the vial, 0.8 equals the
dimensionless Henry’s constant (KH) for CO2, and Conc equals CO2 concentration in the
vial (µg L-1). The summation of CO3-, and CO3-2 concentrations was adapted from the
Henderson-Hasselbalch equation (Po and Senozan 2001):
∑ HC𝑂3− , and C 𝑂3−2 , 𝑚𝑀 =

[𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑂2,𝑚𝑀]
1+10(𝑝𝐻−6.35)

∗ 10(𝑝𝐻−6.35)

(Eq. 4.2)

Where pH equals the pH of the solution and 6.35 equals the pka1 for H2O + CO2 ↔ HCO3+OH-. Carbonate was calculated as followed:
𝐶𝑂32− , 𝑚𝑀 =

[ 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑂2 𝑚𝑀]
1+10(𝑝𝐻−10.33)

∗ 10(𝑝𝐻−10.33) (Eq. 4.3)

with the variables the same as in (Eq. 4.2) and substituting pka2 of 10.33 for
HCO3−↔CO32- +H+. The calculation of bicarbonate concentration was done by
subtracting the CO32- concentration from those calculated in (Eq. 4.3) from the
concentrations calculated in (Eq. 4.2). Solvated CO2 concentrations were calculated by
subtracting the values calculated from (Eq. 4.2) from those calculated in (Eq. 4.1) and
(Eq. 4.3). Aqueous CH4 and N2O (dissolved and suspended gaseous) concentrations in
the sample were calculated by (Eq. 4.1) using dimensionless Henry's constants of 27.02
and 1.1, respectively and molar masses of 16.04 mg mmol−1 and 44.01 mg mmol−1,
respectively (Howard and Meylan 1997; Jacinthe and Groffman 2001).
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Table 4.1. Primers used for target genes and gene sequence (Created by author).
Organism or
Group

Target
Gene

Primer

Primer Sequence (5’-3’)†

Tm‡
(°C)

All Bacteria

16s

1055F

ATGGCTGTCGTCAGCT

Sulfate reducing
bacteria

dsrAB

1392R
b16sTaq115F-P
DSR1-F

ACGGGCGGTGTGTAC
CAACGAGCGCAACCC
ACSCACTGGAAGCACGGCGG

Methanotrophs

pmoA

DSR-R
pmoAq2-F
pmoA-mb661R

Methanogens

mcrA

Assay
Type¶

58

PCR
Product
(bp)§
337

58

221

SYBR

Leloup et
al. (2007)

GTGGMRCCGTGCAKRTTGG
TGGGGTCTGYTGTTCTAYCC
CCGGMGCAACGTCYTTACC

56

200

SYBR

mcrA F

GGTGGTGTMGGATTCACACARTAYGCWACAGC

56

460

SYBR

This study
Costello et
al. (1999)
Luton et al.
(2002)

mcrA R

TTCATTGCRTAGTTWGGRTAGTT

KC-amoNo550D2f

TCGGTAGCYGACTACACSGG

56

204

SYBR

Cook et al.
(2015)

KC-amoNo754r
AOAq2ND-F

CYTTKACRTAGTAGAAAGCGG
CAGGTCGGTAAGTTCTACAATAGTCC

56

121

SYBR

Cook et al.
(2015)

Arch-amoAR
(AOA)

GCGGCCATCCATCTGTATGT

narG

KC-narG-1F

GAYTTCCGCATGAGYAC

60

69

SYBR

Cook et al.
(2015)

nirK

narG-1R
nirK-F or nirk1aCu-F

TTYTCGTACCAGGTGGC
ATCATGGTSCTGCCGCG

57

472

SYBR

Throbäck
et al.
(2004)

GCCTCGATCAGRTTGTGGTT
CGCGCAATCAGRAAAAGCCA

55

89

SYBR

This study

53

200

SYBR

Cook et al.
(2015)

Nitrifiers
AmmoniaamoA
oxidizing bacteria
Ammoniaoxidizing archaea

Denitrifiers
Nitrate reducing
bacteria
Nitrite reducing
bacteria

amoA

Nitric oxide
reducing bacteria

qnorB

nirK-R or nirk3Cu-R
qNorB-RT-F1

Nitrous oxide
reducing bacteria

nosZ

qNorB-RT-R1
nosZ-F

CACCAGGGGTACGAATACGTTGA
CGYTGTTCMTCGACAGCCAG

nosZq1mND-R

CGGTCCTTGGAGAACTTG

Reference

Taqman Harms et
al. (2003)

*Tm is the annealing temperature at which the PCR assay was performed. † Probe sequences each
contained a 5' FAM fluorophre and 3' Black Hold Quencher combination for use in probe-based 5' nuclease
assays; Probe concentration of 100nM; Primer concentration of 600nM. ‡ Tm. (°C) is the annealing
temperature of the PCR reaction. § PCR Product refers to the expected amplification product size in
nucleotide basepairs (bp).¶ Refers to type of PCR assay used: TaqMan® and SYBR® are quantitative, realtime PCR; assaysrun on the Bio-rad CFX 96 Real-time PCR Detection System (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA).

4.4 Weather data
Weather data were measured and recorded via HOBO U-30 weather station on the
surface at CC at a 10-minute interval. Parameters monitored were temperature, relative
humidity (RH), barometric pressure (BP), rainfall (mm/10 mins), and wind speed. In-
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cave climate parameters of temperature and RH were measured in 10-minute intervals
using HOBO temp/RH data logger.
4.5 Software for analysis
Data were manipulated and analyzed using SigmaPlot™ 12.5 statistical software,
Microsoft® Excel™ (2013) and ArcGIS® 10.5.1. Time series analysis of the GHGs data
for each site, combined with discharge at WF1 and relevant geochemical data, were
plotted and compared to determine storm event, amendment application, and seasonal
variability in GHGs emissions and storage. ArcGIS maps of the site were created for
visual representation and to extrapolate the occurrence of different agricultural land use
over karst regions in the U.S. The GHGs data were extrapolated to estimate possible
impacts over this area using ArcGIS analysis tools.
4.6 Agricultural Land Use and Karst Map
A land use map that quantifies the crops grown and produced over karst terrain is
essential to understand the agricultural based practices that both use and impact karst
aquifers. From the land use map, risk assessment can be developed to incorporate these
data into BMP development to help reduce GHGs emissions that are associated with the
agricultural practices in karst regions. Land use (Figure 4.2) attribute data representing
production from row crops, orchards, and vegetable plots were exported to a new
shapefile. Karst data from United States Geological Survey (USGS) were extracted and
overlain in a United States map with the land use data clipped via clipping tool in
ArcToolBox™ to the karst regions. A United States boundary map (kygeonet.ky.gov
2016) was used as a background to spatially show the location of each karst region.
Utilizing the generated data, a percentage map was produced to establish what percentage
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of crop is over the karst region by calculating the total crop in the area and dividing by
specific crop of interest then multiplied by 100 to give the actual percentage. Information
from these factors will give a perspective on what is happening on the surface in relation
to the groundwater and the GHGs emissions.

Figure 4.2. Agriculture land use map depicting major crop production over karst regions (Source: Created
by author from USGS and NRCS data).
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Chapter 5: Results and Discussion
Greenhouse gases, including CO2, CH4, and N2O, are important to the Earth’s
atmospheric processes and are needed for life, due to their ability to maintain heat in the
atmosphere; however, high concentrations of GHGs can negatively increase heat in the
atmosphere causing global warming and climate change (Jurado et al. 2018). Increasing
anthropogenic GHG concentrations are cause for gaining a more in-depth knowledge of
the carbon and nitrogen cycles and how they are affecting climate change (Jahangir et al.
2012). The fate of CO2 as a GHG has been studied extensively from an atmospheric
standpoint in agricultural and karst settings (Ek et al. 1985; Baldini et al. 2006; Smith et
al. 2007; Laini et al. 2011; Philippe and Nicks 2014; Liu et al. 2018); however, little is
known about the fate of CH4 and N2O in dissolved form in groundwater, especially
within karst landscapes under agricultural land use applications. Quantification of GHGs
in groundwater is the first step, according to Janangir et al. (2012), to understand the
dynamics and try to constrain the GHGs budget. Dissolved GHGs that are present in
groundwater may be a source of atmospheric emissions that percolate through the karst
system and need to be accounted for in the entire GHG budget (Jahangir et al. 2012).
These types of GHGs are commonly referred to as “indirect” GHGs, because the
groundwater usually discharges the GHGs at the surface, where it is expelled to the
atmosphere. The nitrogen and carbon released from the groundwater that originates from
a karst landscape are directly linking groundwater as a potential means of transport,
where GHGs may be microbially produced and consumed at the same time (Minamikawa
et al. 2010; Jahangir et al. 2012).
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Land use follows a seasonal trend at the surface where crop production and root
development are occurring and, while these processes are creating GHGs, so is microbial
activity in the epikarst. Carbon dioxide production increases during the growing season,
due to root respiration and vegetation growth, while CH4 increases in the spring and fall,
due to organic matter decomposition and methanogenesis. N2O production via
nitrification and denitrification actively reduce residual organic and inorganic N that is
voluntary applied as a fertilizer to a cropping system. Subsurface drainage may absorb
these GHGs and transport them downward into the groundwater, where they will move
through the aquifer system until they emerge at springs or oceans. Sawamoto et al. (2003)
state that CH4 can be supersaturated in groundwater and, when met at the surface with a
lower atmospheric concentration, will be released. Microbial influences are also critical
to anabolism and metabolism in relation to forming GHGs (Liang et al. 2015) and
discussed in more depth below.
Between October 01, 2015 and September 30, 2016 (2015/16) and October 01,
2016 to September 30, 2017 (2016/17), three separate sampling sites were studied for
dissolved greenhouse gas characterization in a karst groundwater setting. Seasonal
months as described throughout the study are represented as follows: Spring, April-June;
Summer, July-September; Fall, October-December; Winter, January-March. The sites
included Waterfall One (WF1), Shallow Well (SW), and Deep Well (DW) related to
Crumps Cave, Kentucky. A snapshot (Appendix 1) of the GHG response during rain
events that occurred in the winter of 2016 and summer of 2017 gives an indication of
how the GHGs are interacting with respect to recharge, pH, and temperature in the
epikarst, and groundwater and if concentration levels are affected by seasonal trends. A
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series of high-resolution (10-minute interval) data were collected at WF1 to quantify, pH,
SpC, water temperature, and discharge. On the surface, meteorological measurements of
ambient temperature, barometric pressure, rainfall, and soil moisture/temperature were
recorded. At SW and DW sites, water temperature and depth were also measured at 10minute resolution. Weekly data were recorded at all three sampling sites for greenhouse
gas concentrations (CO2, N2O and CH4), ions, pH, SpC, water temperature, microbial
activity, and dissolved organic carbon (DOC). Gaps in the data represent missing or
incomplete data that were caused by malfunction of loggers or times where downloading
of data occurred.
5.1 Crumps Cave Geochemistry
Annual rainfall was 1,490.5 mm (58.7 inches) in 2015/16 and 1,148.2 mm (45.2
inches) in 2016/17 at Crumps Cave (CC) with two major recorded rain events on May 5,
2016 and May 12, 2017. During the years 2015-2016, rain was more dispersed with more
rainfall events occurring throughout the year. The years 2016-2017 had periods of little to
no rainfall. Between the dates of October 01, 2016 and November 15, 2016, rainfall
amounts were 17.6 mm (0.69 inches) compared to the same period in 2015-2016, that
was 107.7 mm (4.23 inches) (Figures 5.1a and 5.1b). Responses to geochemistry of each
sampling site occurred as expected. During seasonal changes (Figures 5.1a-5.3b), pH
decreased with temperature and SpC often increasing, indicating that each sampling site
was active and responsive to weather conditions and temperature flux. This change serves
as a proxy to other factors and conditions measured and recorded to indicate whether
seasonal change also directly affect indirect GHGs.
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Discharge
During fall of 2015-2016 and 2016-2017, discharge at WF1 was measured in
liters per second (L/s) and baseflow was recorded at 0.013 L/s. The highest discharge
level recorded was on September 01, 2017 at 11.319 L/s (Figure 5.1b). This high
discharge was because of a rain event associated with Hurricane Harvey that produced
108.47 mm within seven hours. Average discharge at WF1 for 2015/16 and 2016/17 was
0.042 and 0.036 L/s, respectively.
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WF1 Geochemistry 2015/16

Rain events and temp flux indicate
that the WF1 is responsive to
temp/discharge

Figure 5.1a High-resolution geochemistry of WF1 at Crumps Cave for 2015/16. Note the rainfall
amount in the summer season, along with pH and SpC, changes with warmer surface temperatures
seasonally (Source: created by author 2018).
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WF1 Geochemistry 2016/17

High resolution pH change
during the growing season

1fwfw

Figure 5.1b High-resolution geochemistry of WF1 at Crumps Cave for 2016/17. Note the lack of
rainfall between October 01 and November 15, 2016. During this time, the pH sharply increased, because
of the lack of CO2 being diffused through the soil (Source: created by author 2018).
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Flow at SW and DW was measured as depth in meters, since it was not possible
to measure discharge. Decreasing depth values indicate a rise in the water table. Base
level at SW and DW was recorded during the (2016/17) when rainfall was at a minimum.
SW had a base level of 16.28 m below the surface. At the highest level, SW peaked at
5.75 m below the surface. This occurred on November 24, 2015 (Figure 5.2a). The rise
occurred from a rain event that produced 27.14 mm (1.06 inches) two days prior.
Average depth to water table in SW was 14.58 m below the surface. SW is thought to be
on a perched aquifer in the epikarst, approximately 15 m below the surface, that responds
quickly to rain events; Figures 5.2a and 5.2b show a comparison between both years.
DW tends to rise and fall in magnitude similar to the Barren River, which flows
around the City of Bowling Green, Kentucky some 15 km to the south, and reached a
base level depth of 41.23 m below the surface (Figures 5.3a and 5.3b). DW’s highest
level occurred on December 30, 2015 with a reading of 29.23 m when multiple rain
events started on December 25, 2015 and ended on December 28, 2015, producing 50.66
mm, which caused the rise.
pH
The pH values ranged from 6.65 to 8.68 in WF1; the average pH was 7.59. The
lowest was observed on September 14, 2016 and the highest level was recorded on April
06, 2017. In SW, pH values ranged from 5.09 to 8.40 with an average of 7.19. The
highest reading was recorded on March 21, 2017. Land use application of inorganic
fertilizers may be responsible for the increase, due to a flux of dissolved inorganic carbon
(DIC) concentration that peaked at 1488.64 mg/L, which coincides with the spring
growing season in south-central Kentucky. The lowest reading occurred on January 27,
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2016 when an above average snow accumulation (37.59 cm) occurred from January 21,
2016 until January 23, 2016 (Weather Underground 2018). Land and Ӧhlander (1997)
saw similar results by observing a decrease of pH at the beginning of a snowmelt season
and returning to normal ranges after spring floods.
The pH values in DW were similar to that of SW, displaying a seasonal trend, but
the high and low values occurred in a different time of the season; the lowest reading
occurred on September 06, 2016 (2015/16) with a value of 5.81. The highest occurred on
April 18, 2017 (2016/17). The average pH was 7.35. Similar to SW, the DIC
concentration (1653.88 mg/L) was at its highest when the peak pH was recorded. Land
use from the early spring soil conditioning may have altered the values as seen in SW
earlier in the season.
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Shallow Well Geochemistry 2015/16

Well response to
environmental/seasonal
change

Figure 5.2a High and weekly-resolution geochemistry of SW at Crumps Cave for 2015/16. Notice
the pH showing erratic movements with less rainfall in late fall (2015) to mid-spring (2016). SpC
measurements began later in the study (Source: created by author 2018).
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Shallow Well Geochemistry 2016/17

Well response to environmental
change

Figure 5.2b High and weekly resolution geochemistry of SW at Crumps Cave for 2016/17. Notice
the pH stability in comparison to Figure 5.1a with less rainfall and above normal winter and spring
temperatures (Source: created by author 2018).
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Deep Well Geochemistry 2015/16

More dispersed data points

Weekly resolution

Figure 5.3a High and weekly resolution geochemistry of DW at Crumps Cave for 2015/16.
Notice the pH erratic movement along with water temperature that is similar to both WF1 and SW. SpC
measurements began later in the study
(Source: created by author 2018).
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Deep Well Geochemistry 2016/17

Figure 5.3b High and weekly resolution geochemistry of DW at Crumps Cave for 2016/17.
Geochemically, all three sample sites quickly respond to surface conditions; however, times of infiltration
vary with depth (Source: created by author 2018).
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5.2 Nitrogen Cycle
Nitrogen (N) movement begins at the surface where anthropogenic land use has a
direct effect on the karst landscape because of the amount of fertilizers is used for crop
production, and the inability of the epikarst to effectively remove by filtration before it is
leached into the groundwater. Nitrogen can come from organic (manure based) and
inorganic (anhydrous ammonia) sources. Land usage of such sources can determine the
rate and intensities of the GHGs. Nitrogen, whether organic or inorganic, is metabolized
in the epikarst by microorganisms through nitrification or denitrification as part of the
nitrogen cycle (Figure 5.4). Table 4.1 explains the target gene and its capabilities in
greater detail.
Reduction of organic or inorganic N is controlled by nitrification and
denitrification, albeit denitrification is the primary means of nitrogen removal (Rivett et
al 2008; McAleer et al. 2017). Nitrification starts by bacteria utilizing NH3 from surface
applied fertilizers where ammonia-oxidizing archaea (AOA) and ammonia-oxidizing
bacteria (AOB) nitrifiers convert NO2 to NO3 and, from there, denitrification occurs
where all denitrifiers begin to reduce the NO3 produced from nitrification to dinitrogen
gas (N2) (Knowles 1979; Jensen et al. 1993; Liikanen and Martikainen 2003; McAleer et
al. 2017).
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Figure 5.4. Nitrogen Cycle as determined by target genes. Process starts by converting nitrogen to
either ammonia (NH3) (nitrification) or nitrate (NO3) (denitrification)
(Source: Created by Rothrock, USDA-ARS).

5.3 Nitrification
Nitrification is an aerobic process that requires oxygen to reduce NH3 to NO3(Anthonisen et al. 1976). Rainfall oxygenates the water and increases the DO in the
groundwater (Jahangir et al. 2012) that accommodates the nitrifiers. At WF1, higher DO
occurred in the cooler months (October-March) than in the warmer months (AprilSeptember) (Figure 5.5a), because of a more abundant rainfall and ground saturation,
which effects recharge in the groundwater. In the summer, when the soil is drier, and
rainfall is minimal, DO concentration is less. Shallow Well (Figure 5.5b) and Deep Well
(Figure 5.5c) had similar results compared to Waterfall 1; however, increased DO
concentration continued through April, which may have been caused by soil moisture
below the surface. Drier conditions and warmer temperatures would extend the DO levels
because moisture would not fill the soil pore space. This either allows oxygen to
accumulate near the bedrock of the well, or the bedrock may have been thicker than
anticipated causing the water to move quicker after it came in contact with larger
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fractures of the limestone bedrock thus aerating the water. With minimal rainfall, the dry
conditions at the wells have significantly higher levels of DO, especially at DW where
concentrations fluctuate radically. Jahangir et al. (2012) investigated sampling sites in
Ireland that included a 30-50 meter well that was located in bedrock, here results showed
higher DO values (8.7 mg/L) than any other wells that were studied. These results are
very similar to what was recorded in DW with a similar depth. Even though DO didn’t
initially get monitored until the beginning of the warmer months (2015/16) the
concentration was higher, and this may be due to the saturation of the soil following early
winter of 2015. Jahangir et al. (2012) reported a similar outcome of higher DO in the
winter months (November-January) where the low temperatures and enrichment of
rainfall water increased the concentration in an Ireland agricultural setting.
In 2015/16 at WF1, the nitrifiers AOA and AOB are illustrated in Figure 5.5a where
concentrations are low. The only positive response of AOB came after a significant
rainfall event and shortly after a peak of DO appeared, which was the highest recorded,
appeared. This happened due to movement of subsurface water seepage and ultimately
discharged into the groundwater minimizing the residence time for the nitrification
process. SW and DW, (Figures 5.5b and 5.5c) AOA and AOB concentrations were
significantly higher and always present in the epikarst and groundwater because of the
slower recharge/discharge rate due to proximity and depth of the wells. AOB
concentrations in the SW was as much as 1.0e+5 in copies from May to June, and 1.0e+4
to 1.0e+5 copies in DW from July to August in 2015-2016. The time difference between
the two wells represents the lag time in which it took the water to infiltrate and dilute the
nitrifiers in the epikarst, that indicates that ample residence time existed for the nitrifiers
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to thrive. Rainfall occurred over two separate time periods that diluted the concentrations,
but quickly rebounded back until temperature began to decrease, due to the mid fall
season. The same held true in 2016/17 at SW and DW (Figures 5.5b and 5.5c) in relations
to AOB nitrifiers. In SW, concentrations levels reached a high of 1e+4 copies per mL that
ultimately came during a small rain event in mid-April. Prior to that there was little
rainfall that may have influenced residence time and nitrification. During that peak, DO
concentrations were suppressed (approximately 6.5 mg/L) and DOC concentrations
(Figures 5.11a, 5.11b, and 5.11c) were approximately 4.5 mg/L, which may indicate that
conditions were favorable for nitrification. Similar to SW, DW AOB concentrations were
also elevated with more copies present in the 1.0e+4 to 1.0e+5 than the prior year
studied. This is an indication the DW nitrification is always active and present no matter
the conditions, due to the depth (50 m) where temperature and moisture are stable;
however, in the cooler months in both SW and DW, a clear decrease in copies happens,
due to temperature decrease and DO increase.
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Nitrification at WF1

AOA survive better in reduced DO
concentrations as represented by
population density

Figure 5.5a WFI nitrifiers copies/mL for the duration of the study period . Notice only one
representative sample of AOB. All others were BDL. Dissolved oxygen sampling began later in the study
(Source: created by author 2018).
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Nitrification at Shallow Well

Longer residence time equals
more population growth.
Figure 5.5b Shallow Well nitrifiers copies/mL for the duration of the experiment. Note the trend
of AOA/AOB with that of DO. As DO decreases, the level of nitrifiers increase. Longer residence time also
encouraged population density growth. (Source: created by author 2018).
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Nitrification at Deep Well

Nitrifiers show pH and DO
sensitivity.
Figure 5.5c Deep Well nitrifiers copies/mL. Note the concentration differences to AOA/AOB in
effects to time of season and DO to each species
(Source: created by author 2018).
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Several studies (Kayee et al. 2011; Limpiyakorn et al. 2013; He et al. 2018) report
that AOA survive better than AOB in lower DO concentrations, which is indicated at
WF1, by the number of AOA versus AOB copies in lower DO concentrations (Figure
5.5a). This suggest the importance of DO as a factor for nitrification aerobic process, but
high concentrations may still inhibit a complete nitrification process. Stenstrom and
Poduska (1980) conducted a literature review on the optimum concentration of DO that
would achieve quality nitrification and came up with a concentration of 0.5 to 2.0 mg/L.
Looking at WF1 in successive years the DO at approximately 8.5 mg/L will produce an
increase of both AOA and AOB concentrations where as any other DO levels (< 7 or > 9
mg/L) may suppress nitrification.
Both wells show an inverted AOA/AOB concentration, where AOB is more
abundant than AOA and often 2 to 3 orders of magnitude different in concentration. SW
and DW (Figures 5.5b and 5.5c) have high levels of AOB 1.0e+5 compared to that of
AOA, which is 1.0e+2 at peak during DO concentrations of five to six mg/L. This may be
indicative of the optimum time for nitrification to occur when at low discharge levels the
subsurface drainage through the epikarst is minimal causing DO levels to drop. Chen and
Liu (2003) discovered that in unconfined aquifers NO3 concentrations that were higher
than 0.5 mg/L also had a high level of DO greater than 2-2.5 mg/L. The same holds true
in 2016/17 at WF1, where a noticeable trend of AOB occurred after a rainfall event and
progress through the end of the study, where rainfall was moderately dispersed (Figure
5.5a) whereas SW and DW (Figure 5.5c) concentrations progressively held between
1.0e+2 to 1.0e+4 copies. The opposite occurred when an absence of rainfall at the
beginning of 2016/17 year revealed AOB at a far less active state in all three sampling
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sites; however, DO was steady at WF1 (Figure 5.5a), but increased at both SW and DW
during the dry period (Figure 5.5b and 5.5c). Nitrate (Figure 5.6a) was lower in
concentration at WF1 when the AOB were present. Shallow well and DW had decreased
NO3 levels, but it is not known if AOA or AOB caused the decrease, because of the
presence of both. This suggests that AOA are more efficient in reducing NO3 than AOB
during high discharge rates in areas such as WF1. The AOA are present in low rainfall
events, because of the adequate residence time (Figure 5.5a) for growth and NO3 is lower
in concentration (Figure 5.6a), while AOA are elevated in concentration, which may
indicate a response in nitrification/denitrification processes. It is worth noting that the DO
investigation came later in 2015/16, so an incomplete dataset is represented.
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As nitrates decrease,
N O increases

WF1 Nitrate/Nitrous Oxide

2

Natural groundwater of
< 2 mg/L threshold

Figure 5.6a WFI N2O concentrations for 2015/16. The concentration was relatively small in
comparison to the following year (Source: created by author 2018).
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Shallow Well Nitrate/Nitrous Oxide

Natural groundwater of
< 2 mg/L threshold

Figure 5.6b Shallow Well N2O concentrations. Note the NO3 concentrations began later in the study period.
More N2O concentrations was detected due to a greater population density of the nitrifiers.
(Source: created by author 2018).
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Deep Well Nitrate/Nitrous Oxide

Natural groundwater of
< 2 mg/L threshold

Figure 5.6c Deep Well N2O concentrations (Source: created by author 2018).
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Di et al. (2009) suggest that AOA prefers lower ammonium concentrations
compared to its counterpart, AOB, that prefers higher concentrations of ammonium. It
then stands to reason why the AOB concentrations are lower than AOA, because in WF1,
SW, and DW ammonium levels were undetectable. Atrazine application from land use
practices can also contribute to higher levels of inorganic N in the form of ammonia. The
atrazine ring gets fully oxidized making it a deficient energy source; however, atrazine’s
degradation does not supply N to the nitrogen cycle. (Wackett et al. 2002; Janssen et al.
2005; Iker et al. 2010). Iker et al. (2010) suggest that within karst landscapes like WF1, N
is limited and will be scavenged and stripped by bacteria, such as AOA and AOB. With
the introduction of atrazine, nitrogen production will increase; this could be a factor for
2016/17 at all three sites, because corn was planted in the adjacent field where atrazine is
used as a major herbicide and population increases of AOB may have been influenced by
the degradation of this pesticide over time.
5.4 Denitrification
Denitrification is the process where microbes reduce NO3 to N2 (McAleer et al.
2017) and is considered to be the major NO3 removal mechanism in groundwater (Korom
1992; Rivett et al. 2008). Several parameters are considered when denitrification is
optimum; however, for this study, precipitation, dissolved oxygen (DO), dissolved
organic carbon (DOC), dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC), temperature, and pH are
examined more closely.
At each sampling site (WF1, SW, and DW), all denitrifiers were present
throughout the denitrification process, with qnorb (nitric oxide reducing bacteria) having
the least represented copies and nosZ (nitrous oxide reducing bacteria) having the most
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abundant. The presence of all denitrifiers is an indicator that a complete denitrification
process is occurring, however, Jurado et al. (2018) believe GHGs occurrences in Belgium
that have high levels of DO (3 to 6 mg/L) in the groundwater may indicate an incomplete
denitrification process, where less N2 is present.
The denitrification genes narG (nitrate reducing bacteria), nirK (nitrite reducing
bacteria), qnorB (nitric oxide reducing bacteria), and nosZ (nitrous oxide reducing
bacteria) are well represented in both 2015/16 and 2016/17 at all sampling sites. In SW
(Figures 5.7b and 5.8b) and DW (Figures 5.7c and 5.8c), the population density had a
significant increase of copies, because of the in-situ conditions that drive a favorable
environment in the epikarst and bedrock. Water temperatures are more stable and
subsurface drainage is less vigorous, giving adequate time for denitrification to occur in
the epikarst. Figures 5.7a and 5.8a represent the microbial activity of the denitrifiers
individually as the denitrification process moves through the nitrogen cycle at WF1. In
both years at WF1 (2015/16 and 2016/17), high levels of denitrifiers are recorded during
mid-winter months, which may indicate movement is slow through the epikarst, because
of less precipitation that leads to less recharge and temperature stability in the cave that
allows growth year-round. Therefore, the genes have adequate residence time to
metabolize the NO3 that is a residual from land use. Population gene levels decrease as
seasons change and more rainfall is prevalent where residence time decreases, and
discharge/dilution is high. Since denitrification is an anaerobic process, the suppressing
of the genes is also caused by a higher DO level, due to the rainfall oxygenation of the
groundwater (Jahangir et al. 2012). This also occurs in both SW and DW during the study
period where rainfall temporally will cause a decrease in copies, due to subsurface
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drainage in the epikarst, and water will move out the genes causing a less pronounced
gene abundance, while higher DO levels cause a decrease in gene activity. It is very
interesting to see how sensitive the denitrifiers are in both SW and DW when DO
concentrations fluctuate during different seasonal patterns. When DO increases (usually
in late winter to early spring months due to a possible dry and cold period), the
denitrifiers drop in copies, but never cease to exist, which suggest that denitrification
never stops in the depths of the epikarst-bedrock interface.
The pH can also hinder denitrification, with the optimum range being 5.5 to 8.0 in
most calcareous aquifers systems (Rust et al. 2000). When pH levels exceed 8.0, there is
a decrease in copies throughout each individual gene in the denitrification process. This
reiterates the findings of Rust et al. (2000), who suggest the optimum range of pH should
not exceed 8.0 for denitrification. As the pH declines (Figures 5.7a, 5.7b, 5.7c, 5.8a, 5.8b
and 5.8c) a noticeable drop in copies occurs, that may indicate denitrification is sensitive
to pH change.
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WF1 Denitrification 2015/16

Figure 5.7a WF1 denitrification gene presence in 2015/16. Note as pH change so does the
representation of copies. As rainfall increases, genes are being pushed through the epikarst. qnorB had only
one represented sample present (Source: created by author 2018).
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Shallow Well Denitrification 2015/16

Figure 5.7b Shallow Well denitrification gene presence in 2015/16. Note the abundance of
denitrifier genes. Even through cold temperatures, denitrification is still active in the epikarst
(Source: created by author 2018).
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Deep Well Denitrification 2015/16

Figure 5.7c Deep Well denitrification gene presence in 2015/16. Note the abundance of the
denitrifier genes here also (Source: created by author 2018).
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WF1 Denitrification 2016/17

Figure 5.8a WF1 denitrification gene presence in 2016/17. Note as pH change so does the
representation of copies. Note the rainfall event on 09/01/2017 when the pH increased so did all genes in
the denitrification process (Source: created by author 2018).
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Shallow Well Denitrification 2016/17

Figure 5.8b Shallow Well denitrification gene presence in 2016/17. This year saw a more stable
denitrification process due to above normal temperature in the early winter to spring months (Source:
created by author 2018).
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Deep Well Denitrification 2016/17

Figure 5.8c Deep Well denitrification gene presence in 2016/17 (Source: created by author 2018).
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5.4.1 Dissolved Organic Carbon
DOC and, to some agree, DIC, are drivers in the denitrification process. These
two factors are a food source for the genes for metabolic activity. At all three sampling
sites, DOC concentration is indicative of the levels of the denitrifiers in 2015/16 as
shown in Figures 5.9a, 5.9b, and 5.9c. At the beginning of the study period (OctoberNovember), concentrations were high, especially the narG and nosZ genes, in part due to
the loading of organic matter that accumulated in the soil via plant decomposition and
adequate rainfall. Since the land use at the surface was corn, this could be an indication of
crop harvest at the time, where the soil was disturbed creating an additional CO2 source.
5.4.2 Land Use and Dissolved Organic Carbon
Land use may have a beneficial aspect to denitrification by adding a carbon
source. Cover crops can increase groundwater DOC by leaching carbon into the subsoil
where it is utilized by the denitrification process (Jahangir et al. 2012), therefore, by
reducing the NO3, the N2O will also be reduced. At Crumps Cave, land use during the
winter months was a winter wheat cover crop. This cover crop may have altered the
winter DOC concentrations at WF1 just slightly to affect NO3 concentrations, as seen in
Figure 5.6a. In SW and DW, a more pronounced correlation exists between DOC, NO3,
and N2O. In both 2015/16 and 2016/17, an increase in DOC happens in the early winter
months and, as DOC rises, both NO3 and N2O decreases, supporting the findings of
Jahangir et al. (2012) that winter cover crops are beneficial to denitrification in the colder
months and help to continue the denitrification process. The planting of winter wheat as a
cover crop may aid the movement of organic matter (OM) through the soil and into the
bedrock, where the denitrifiers metabolize it.
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5.4.3 Electron Donor Deficiency
As the DOC ranged from 10 to 40 mg/L from October to January (2015/16) at all
three sampling sites, a noticeable flux in the denitrifiers (Figures 5.7a, 5.7b, and 5.7c)
was sustained from 1e+2 to 1e+5 copies/mL in three of the four target genes (norB being
less represented); however, when the DOC concentrations (Figures 5.9a, 5.9b, and 5.9c)
decreased, so did the denitrifiers. This could cause the lack of the solid phase electron
donors near the surface that are being discharged at a higher rate in WF1 where residence
time is decreased, or not reaching its destination, in either of the wells. Liao et al. (2012)
state that if an aquifer has an electron donor deficiency, the DOC concentrations cannot
support DO reduction, which, in turn, will inhibit denitrification. Jahangir et al. (2012)
indicate that without sufficient DOC as a carbon source, denitrification would be low in
subsoil environments. However, DOC and abundant denitrifiers were present (Figures
5.7a to 5.10c) with low levels of DOC (<20 mg/L) on average and denitrifiers with a
range of e+1 to e+4 copies representing that denitrification is still active in a karst
landscape with minimal soil depth above the epikarst and discharge rates from baseflow
to 11 L/s.
5.4.4 Dissolved Inorganic Carbon
The DIC levels were dominant in the second year (2016/17) (Figures 5.10a,
5.10b, and 5.10c) compared to the first (2015/16) (Figures 5.9a, 5.9b, and 5.9c). High
levels of DIC are a more complex situation because denitrification usually conforms to
DOC as a carbon source; spikes in the denitrifiers directly relate to increases in DIC
levels. Most of the DIC is from CO2 and bicarbonate (Palmer 2007) that persist in the
epikarst and vadose zone from the dissolution of the limestone during warmer
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temperatures, due to plant respiration and land use at the surface. The dramatic rise of the
DIC in late autumn to mid-spring of 2016/17 (Figures 5.10a, 5.10b, and 5.10c),
contributes to a long residence time of dissolved calcium over the winter months (Figures
5.9a – 5.9c). DOC stability over much of the study period indicates that it is not
completely bioavailable (Siemens et al. 2003; Jahangir et al. 2012), so an alternative C
source must be derived from DIC pools (Nascimento et al. 1997) and consists of either a
large CO2 reservoir that is available for carbonate dissolution or derived from corn
planted at the surface (Nascimento et al. 1997).
The CO2 pool from corn serves as a possible source, because corn was the choice
row crop in 2015/16 and it stands to reason that the CO2 was flushed in when rainfall was
steady in late autumn to mid spring of 2016/17. DIC pools from microbial respiration
(Chapelle and Lovley 1990) add to the source of increased DIC concentration. Rainfall
was heavy several times in 2015/16, which allowed for transport of CO2 through the
epikarst and into the bedrock where it is stored within the groundwater (White 2013).
During this time, the DIC concentrations were low (Figures 5.9a, 5.9b, and 5.9c) and
even though the microbial populations were respiring, and organic matter was decaying,
movement of the DIC was far greater because of higher discharge. During 2016/17 when
rainfall was minimal, DIC levels increased (Figures 5.10a, 5.10b, and 5.10c) during the
early fall when atmospheric and soil temperatures were still elevated, organic matter was
decaying in the epikarst, microbial populations were respiring, and discharge was low at
WF1. Dissolved inorganic carbon increased rapidly until late fall, when respiration and
organic matter decay decreased, due to temperature decrease, that indicates why the DIC
stopped rising in concentration and remained stable throughout the winter months.
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Significant rainfall during spring of 2017 caused an abundance of new water to
accumulate in the epikarst, which influenced the concentration of the DIC and
transported it the groundwater, where it increased. This coincides with what Jackson
(2018) found, wherein it was reported that high levels of concentrated DIC were flushed
through the epikarst when a large rain event took place after a dry season and that DIC
originated primarily from plant respiration. Herein, the results complement what Jackson
(2018) reported, which is that DIC concentration is also influenced by dry seasonal
changes, where other factors, such as microbial respiration, do contribute to DIC
concentrations and that seasonal variability is relatively important.
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WF1 DOC/DIC 2015/16

Figure 5.9a WF1 2015/16 DOC and DIC concentrations in conjunction with the Ca and Mg ions.
Analysis of the ions began later in the year (Source: created by author 2018).
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Shallow Well DOC/DIC 2015/16

Figure 5.9b Shallow Well 2015/16 DOC and DIC concentrations in conjunction with the Ca and
Mg ions (Source: created by author 2018).
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Deep Well DOC/DIC 2015/16

Figure 5.9c Deep Well 2015/16 DOC and DIC concentrations in conjunction with the Ca and Mg
ions (Source: created by author 2018).
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WF1 DOC/DIC 2016/17

Figure 5.10a WF1 2016/17 DOC and DIC concentrations in conjunction with the Ca and Mg ions.
Note the negative correlation between the DIC and both Ca and Mg (Source: created by author 2018).
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Shallow Well DOC/DIC 2016/17

Figure 5.10b Shallow Well 2016/17 DOC and DIC concentrations in conjunction with the Ca and
Mg ions (Source: created by author 2018).
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Deep Well DOC/DIC 2016/17

Figure 5.10c Deep Well 2016/17 DOC and DIC concentrations in conjunction with the Ca and
Mg ions (Source: created by author 2018).
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5.5 Nitrous Oxide Gas (N2O)
At each sampling site, WF1, SW, and DW, N2O concentrations varied between
2015/16 and 2016/17. In 2015/16 at WF1, the highest peak in concentration of 44.52
nmol on May 03, 2016, then again on June 7, 2016 at 25.72 nmol (Figure 5.5a). The
highest peak came at the same time when there was an increase in pH from
approximately 7.5 to 8.0. Prior to that, minimal precipitation had fallen over a one-month
time period, which produces less discharge. The denitrifier, qnorB, (Figure 5.7a) was
only present during the pH increase, where the DIC concentration were at the highest
recorded (Figure 5.9a) and occurred after less discharge had taken place. This suggests
that the denitrifiers’ residence time for metabolizing the NO3 was extended and it was
using both forms of C (DOC and DIC) as an energy source. Since few nitrifiers and
denitrifiers were present, incomplete denitrification was established and N2O was not
being further reduced to N2. The increase of N2O is the result of the lack of the denitrifier
gene nosZ in the shallow epikarst that metabolizes the N2O to N2. Similar results were
reflected in SW on May 3, 2016 (same day as the peak at WF1) where the highest level
of N2O concentration occurred at 444.37 nmol (Figure 5.6b). The result of the rise may
be caused by a pH increase from 6.1 to 7.0 and a temperature decreased from 13.69 to
12.31 oC within a one-week time frame that disrupted the nitrification/denitrification
process. A decrease in the denitrifiers nirK, qnorB, and nosZ was also recorded along
with a minor decrease of DO, DOC, and DIC. Even though the flow in SW was minimal
in comparison to WF1’s discharge, the results show similar aspects to N2O production in
2015/16, due to the position of both WF1 and SW in the epikarst. SW may be a link to
WF1 via a perched aquifer that continuously flows by indirect means into WF1. Deep
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Well recorded a N2O concentration peak of 112 nmols (Figure 5.6c) on May 17, 2016,
two weeks later when both WF1 and SW concentration peaks were detected. Along with
that, NO3- was at 1.408 mg/L (Figure 5.6c), one of the lowest concentrations ever
recorded. This is a good indication that most of the nitrogen source that had been land
applied was either metabolized or released into the water in the shallow vadose portions
of the epikarst. The latter explanation would be the probable cause, due to a rain event
that started on May 3, 2016 that flushed any stagnant water bodies through the epikarst.
During that flush, DIC concentration also rose along with a decrease in all nitrifiers and
denitrifiers. DW is 50 m below the surface and in contact with the bedrock, discharge or
flow is minimal and all genes related to nitrification and denitrification are abundant, all
of these factors are prime reasons that little N2O is detected and that a complete
denitrification process is active.
Sawamoto et al. (2003) reported similar results in Hokkaido, Japan, where a rise
in N2O began in May and peaked in July on a subsurface-drainage study that was
cultivated with onions. Sawamoto et al. (2003) also states that nitrification/denitrification
is the probable cause for the rise, because of temperature increase and the application of
fertilizers that provide NO3 to the nitrogen cycle. At all sampling sites,
nitrification/denitrification is a factor on N2O concentration; however, at WF1, discharge
is a more dominant factor, because of the lack of residence time that is present at the
sampling site. As discharge increases, the time it takes to convert NO3 in the nitrogen
cycle to N2O is significantly decreased, because NO3 is being removed from the cycle
faster than nitrification/denitrification can metabolize the N source, thereby resulting in
higher concentrations of NO3 and lower concentrations of N2O in the groundwater.
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Dilution reduction of WF1 NO3 affects the deficiency of the nitrifiers, further reducing
the N2O production of the denitrifiers; concentrations of AOA and AOB were low in
copies/mL, thus having a direct effect on the concentrations of the denitrifiers, especially
during high discharge rates (Figures 5.5a and 5.6a).
During the 2016/17 sampling year, WF1, SW, and DW sampling sites recorded
high N2O concentrations (Figures 5.6a, 5.6b, and 5.6c), with a peak being detected in
WF1 and SW on December 6, 2016 with a concentration of 13.59 and 81.07 nmol,
respectively and 51.22 nmol two weeks later on December 20, 2016 in DW. These peaks
continued throughout the winter months into the month of May, when the concentrations
decreased. This may be due, in part, because of a warmer than usual winter and spring
season, as described previously, when the temperature increases, more microbiological
activity increases in the subsurface and epikarst. Land tillage began earlier with the
preparation of the upcoming growing season. CO2 from root respiration came earlier in
the epikarst as indicated by the increase DIC concentrations during the time when rainfall
amounts decreased to almost zero. The highest peak in concentration occurred on January
3, 2017 at all three sampling sites, WF1 with 82.69 nmol, SW and DW at 727.91 and
146.97 nmols, respectively. Looking at Figures 5.8a, 5.8b, and 5.8c, the denitrifier
abundance from narG to nosZ were prevalent throughout the seasonal change and all
peaked when rainfall was at a minimal and when DIC (Figures 5.10a, 5.10b, and 5.10c)
was extremely high compared to the rest of the concentrations recorded. The denitrifiers
had abundant time in the epikarst to reduce the NO3 to N2O, but since temperature was
low and DO was moderate, N2O possibly did not get converted to N2. Jahangir et al.
(2013) recorded that, in their study, where they were measuring indirect N2O emissions
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in groundwater. The highest levels of N2O concentration in groundwater came in
February and March because of a highly unfavorable condition that will not allow N2O to
further reduce to N2. Jahangir et al. (2013) suggest this is due to a thick epikarst, which
has a high permeability rate and a moderate DO level. Interestingly, N2O,
nitrification/denitrification and NO3- in all three sampling sites WF1, SW, and DW, as
well as N2O, are reduced, which is a positive scenario because N2O is a greenhouse gas
that contributes to atmospheric global warming. However, when the N2O is reduced in a
karst environment, NO3- is usually elevated. Nitrates in groundwater are harmful to the
environment and ultimately can cause serious affects to stream and large bodies of water
where the ground water flows. The most desirable and optimum situation would be to see
less NO3- in the groundwater and a healthy array of denitrifier genes that can reduce the
NO3- that comes from land use and management. This process will effectively remove
the organic and inorganic nitrogen through metabolic processes to a safe, inert N2 gas.
5.6 Methane (CH4)
In 2015/16, WF1 methane production was stable throughout with a concentration
peak of 0.32 mmol/L (Figure 5.11a). This came after a rain event that happened around
June 5, 2016, which caused a discharge of the CH4 to move through the epikarst and into
the groundwater. In 2016-2017 there was a significant concentration increase (2.7
mmol/L) in early March (Figure 5.12a). SW had intermediate differences where CH4 had
become erratic in concentration during the fall and winter months (Figure 5.11b),
whereas, spring and summer had a flat line in concentration. It is interesting to see that
this phenomenon happened in the same time period in 2016/17 (Figure 5.12b), however,
the concentration was less pronounced, due to probable lack of rainfall, warmer
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temperatures, and more stability in the pmoA and mcrA genes. Deep Well (Figure 5.11c)
also had some fluctuation in early fall of 2015/16 but that same measured concentration
did not carry over to the next fall (2016/17) (Figure 5.12c) like SW recorded. Probable
cause for this is that surface temperature was elevated, thereby causing unseasonal
changes and DW’s depth changes little, while biological activity remained constant by
indications of the pmoA and mcrA gene concentrations.
Since CH4 is manufactured and consumed biologically, it can be assumed that
concentration peaks are being driven by methanogenesis, especially given the time frame
where they are being detected. Fall and winter months usually have decaying organic
matter that is a food source for such microbial processes (Kotsyurbenko et al. 1993).
Given the dynamics of each sampling site where depth and recharge/discharge were a
factor, the karst environment can be a sink for CH4, due to the consistently low
concentration peaks. Methanogens and methanotrophs are actively mitigating any high
CH4 concentrations where land use could have had a factor and the low-resolution
sampling scheme could have not detected. Surface activity may have altered inputs, but it
was not detected in the wells and decaying organic matter may have been the only source
entering the well causing a low concentration increase during the fall seasons.
Escherichia coli (E. coli) can be traced to manure application as a fecal indicator bacteria
(FIB) (Tiefenthaler et al. 2011) and can persist in the soil up to 60 days after application
(Jones 1999). Background concentrations of E. coli can range significantly based on soil
type and conditions (Lang and Smith 2007). Indirectly, there are links to E. coli and
methane production where the common factor would be manure application, however, no
studies were found stating that methane is a by-product of E. coli of itself. In some cases,
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land use could have altered the methane production through methanogenesis with organic
fertilizers being applied to the surface, however, a significant rise in total coliforms or
E. coli would be detected based on the FIB. There was no indication that organic
fertilizers were applied to the surface based on the data presented but that is not to say
that FIB was not present, as it may be bound in the soil matrix. Appendix 2 shows no
such rise in total coliforms or E. coli at a significant concentration level, thus suggesting
CH4 may be subsurface produced and consumed and land use has minimal effects on CH4
production. Sawamoto et at. (2003) reported that in Japan, where dissolved emissions
were measured, an increase in CH4 happened in March (the same as reported here),
because of reductive conditions occurred in the subsurface and that oxygen diffusion was
decreased because of snow cover, that helped in the anoxic conditions. Opposing
conditions occurred at all three sampling sites; at each individual increase of CH4 (Figure
5.12a, 5.12b, and 5.12c), the temperature was above normal and water temperature
increased giving way for methanogenesis to occur, even though DO was stable. In the
same seasonal trends, only two represented mcrA were present (2.0e+2 copies/mL) until
the latter portion of 2016/17 (summer 2017) and pmoA was present at the same (2.0e+2
copies/mL), although more abundantly. These findings are a possible indication that the
discharge rate at WF1 is the cause of methanogens (anabolism), and methanotrophs
(catabolism) are less active due to the fast discharge and low residence time.
Since discharge may be the key factor at WF1 for limiting concentrations, there
are other factors that may influence why concentrations are low, but stable, at WF1 and
relatively high and stable in SW (epikarst) and DW (bedrock). Methanogenesis requires
low anoxic conditions (<0.5mg/L DO) for the methanogens (mcrA) to produce methane,
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since rainfall oxygenates the groundwater, mcrA cannot produce methane as a byproduct.
WF1 has oxic conditions that are unfavorable to methanogenesis, however, SW and DW
have a more favorable environment which dictates mcrA population; methanotrophs
(pmoA) can survive in oxic or anoxic conditions (Roslev and King 1994). The pmoA
populations are well represented at WF1, SW, and DW (Figures 5.11a, 5.11b, 5.11c,
5.12a, 5.12b, and 5.12c) throughout the study period and can exist in a favorable
environment which is provided by the epikarst. CH4 concentrations are stable in the
subsurface environment where it is being produced constantly (Minamikawa et al. 2010),
because both mcrA and pmoA are working together As mcrA generates the methane pmoA
is consuming it. This indicates that in the rise of CH4 that is concomitant to the microbial
population increase This indicates that methanogenesis is happening in the epikarst due to
the rise in CH4 and the concomitant increase in microbial population, thereby indicating
that methanogenesis is happening in the epikarst region of the bedrock.
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WF1 Methane 2015/16

Short residence time controlled
CH4 concentration at WF1

Figure 5.11a WF1 2015/16 CH4 concentrations with the methanogens and methanotrophs
(Source: created by author 2018).
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Shallow Well Methane 2015/16

Figure 5.11b SW 2015/16 CH4 concentrations with the methanogens and methanotrophs
(Source: created by author 2018).
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Deep Well Methane 2015/16

Figure 5.11c DW 2015/16 CH4 concentrations with the methanogens and methanotrophs
(Source: created by author 2018).
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WF1 Methane 2016/17

As in 2015/16, short
residence time affected
CH4 concentration at
WF1 in 2016/17

Figure 5.12a WF1 2016/17 CH4 concentrations with methanogens and methanotrophs. Note the
concentration of CH4 during the month of March with the relationship of the target genes (Source: created
by author 2018).
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Shallow Well Methane 2016/17

pmoA = Consumers
mcrA = Production
In the well, residence time is
longer, creating more copies
of the genes

Figure 5.12b SW 2016/17 CH4 concentrations with the methanogens and methanotrophs
(Source: created by author 2018).
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Deep Well Methane 2016/17

Temperature affects
concentrations

Methanogens and methanotrophs
are always present and active in
the epikarst and bedrock

Figure 5.12c DW 2016/17 CH4 concentrations with the methanogens and methanotrophs
(Source: created by author 2018).
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5.7 Carbon Dioxide (CO2)
Inorganic acids (carbon dioxide, carbonic acids) that are secreted or respired from
the soil biota (root or organic matter) cause an indirect flux of acids to move into the
groundwater via rainfall events and cause a decrease in pH, that will then begin the
dissolution process of limestone in the karst landscape through the creation of carbonic
acid (H2CO3) (White 1988; Palmer 1991; Palmer 2007). This hold true at each of the
sampling sites WF1, SW, and DW, where pH values followed a seasonal trend along with
ambient air temperatures, including diurnal fluctuations and responses to some storm
events (Figures 5.13a - 5.13c). Jackson (2017) demonstrated that during storm events the
soil CO2 was transported in the epikarst where a lag time was observed before increase
concentrations were seen. This trend was parallel to the indirect CO2 concentrations in
the groundwater that responded to fluctuations of soil CO2. According to Liu et al.
(2010), Yang et al. (2012), and Jackson (2017), soil CO2 is produced from root
respiration and microbial decomposition, which is a function of temperature and
antecedent moisture; as temperature increases so does root respiration and microbial
activity, and vice-versa, as temperatures decrease, less CO2 will be produced.
Temperature threshold of 10 oC can influence CO2 production by having an effect on soil
biota. The biota can become move in and out of dormancy due to temperature flux and
cause an increase or decrease in CO2 concentration. Abnormal seasonal surface
temperatures that remain in the threshold for a length of time will cause some respiration
of CO2 from soil microorganisms. When seasonal temperature ranges become present
dormancy of soil biota will take in effect. Figure 5.13a, 5.13b, and 5.13c indicated this
temperature threshold when abnormal temperatures occurred in the cooler months and
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caused some increase of CO2. A normal weather pattern then occurred after where
temperatures dropped below the threshold, however, during this time a rainfall event took
place and caused an increase of CO2. This CO2 concentration increase may come from
soil biota that respired during the above temperature threshold that occurred prior to the
rainfall event. With this evidence, CO2 as an indirect GHG could possibly be stored in the
epikarst and in the groundwater aquifer. As seasonal changes express different
temperature environments, production and transformation can occur naturally in all three
sampling sites studied. All three sites do have different characteristics that involve depth
and lag time, where SW and DW have slow recharge/discharge environments and WF1
has a direct infiltration pathway that can cause a rapid change in CO2 concentration
within a short period of time. In both SW and DW, the CO2 can transform from an
indirect CO2 form to a bicarbonate form, where dissolution of the bedrock occurs and
moves through the system downstream from the sampling sites. At WF1 the high
concentration of CO2 can be transported through the epikarst. As it moves downward
toward the bedrock, concentration gradient will decrease and diffusion will slow.
At each sampling site, values ranges from 7.0 to 8.5 and when surface ambient
temperatures were cooler and 6.0 to 7.5 in warmer conditions (Figure 5.13a, 5.13b, 5.13c,
5.14a, 5.14b, and 5.14c). The reason for seasonal changes in pH is likely from soil
respiration, vegetation growth, and/or soil microorganisms, all of which produce CO2 in
the soil zone that concentrates and may diffuse downward into the porous carbonate
bedrock (Liu et al 2010; Yang et al. 2012; Gulley et al. 2015). These factors represent
seasonal differences that are either dormant, or have an excessively slow respiration rates
in cooler seasons and active respiration rates in warmer months, causing CO2 to fluctuate.
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The CO2, along with bicarbonate and carbonic acid, are absorbed and transferred into the
percolating waters that are moving through the epikarst and into the groundwater causing
a pH change. During the dry seasons of September to November, CO2 is elevated in
response to vegetation maturation at the surface that coincides with the dryness of the
atmosphere and less moisture in the soil. As the seasons progress from warmer to cooler
atmospheric temperatures, soil microorganisms and root growth respond and begin to
decrease in respiration, which may be the reason for little change in CO2 observed over
the winter months. CO2 that is being produced and consumed may also be transported in
the groundwater through diffusion, indications that high levels of CO2 may be from
different locations and accumulated at either of the sampling sites. Bicarbonate buffering
in the form of HCO3- was mostly steady during the duration of the experiment, with a
slight increase during the fall season. One exception was during the month of October
2016, when the drought occurred. This may be due to the bicarbonate having a longer
residence time on the bedrock and seeing a drastic increase in pH right after the rains
came, which also holds true for SW. DW had a more active buffering with that same
trend during the drought and DW was more responsive to pH changes.
Land use is often a key source on how CO2 is released into the atmosphere
through means of burning residual crop or microbial decay. Tillage is also major
disruptor of soil carbon loss where the carbon from tillage would be displaced from the
soil by erosion (Smith et al. 2007). At Crumps Cave, conventional tillage is a common
practice at the adjacent farms where the crops are planted and harvested. This type of
tillage may be an added contributor of atmospheric and indirect CO2 release as seen in
Figures (5.13a-5.14c). More sCO2 came in the 2015/16 of the study than 2016/17, simply
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because of the type of crop that was utilized at the time. Corn was planted in 2015/16 and
soybean in 2016/17.

WF1 Carbon Dioxide 2015/16

Seasonal changes
drive the CO2
response as
expected!

As pH decreases the
sCO2 increases
during the growing
season

Rainfall impact

Temperature threshold
for CO2 production

Figure 5.13a WF1 2015/16 bicarbonate and solvated CO2 (sCO2) concentrations. Note the change in sCO2
in relation to ambient surface temperature and pH (Source: created by author 2018).
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Shallow Well Carbon Dioxide 2015/16

Results were similar to WF1
but less concentrated

Rainfall impact still present

Temperature threshold
for CO2 production

Figure 5.13b Shallow Well 2015/16 bicarbonate and solvated CO2 (sCO2) concentrations
(Source: created by author 2018).
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Deep Well Carbon Dioxide 2015/16

Well depth tends to have
less concentration

Rainfall impact still present

Temperature threshold
for CO2 production

Figure 5.13c Deep Well 2015/16 bicarbonate and solvated CO2 (sCO2) concentrations
(Source: created by author 2018).
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WF1 Carbon Dioxide 2016/17

Figure 5.14a WF1 2016/17 bicarbonate and solvated CO2 (sCO2) concentrations. Note the
bicarbonate shift when rainfall is at a minimal to when it is abundant
(Source: created by author 2018).
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Shallow Well Carbon Dioxide 2016/17

Figure 5.14b Shallow Well 2016/17 bicarbonate and solvated CO2 (sCO2) concentrations
(Source: created by author 2018).
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Deep Well Carbon Dioxide 2016/17

Figure 5.14c Deep Well 2016/17 bicarbonate and solvated CO2 (sCO2) concentrations (Source:
created by author 2018).
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Cave atmospheric CO2 (Figure 5.13a and 5.14a) also followed a seasonal trend,
because solvated CO2 (sCO2) in the water was being respired via the atmosphere into and
out from the cave by changes in barometric pressure. This form of CO2 is considered to
have an effect on cave formation and is considered to be heterogeneous in nature (Gulley
et al. 2012; Gulley et al. 2015). Gulley et al. (2012) conducted a study on phreatic caves
and suggest that atmospheric CO2 may help accelerate cave genesis. Seasonal shifts
reflect changes in cave atmosphere with respect to the growing season, which will
influence CO2 concentrations in the soil and epikarst. Inorganic acids in the soil become
more concentrated (because of respiration) and rainfall transports higher concentrated
inorganic acids (CO2, bicarbonates, and carbonic acid) into the groundwater, where it
comes in contact with the bedrock and dissolves the carbonate rock. As sCO2 is being
transported via groundwater, it will respire into the cave, making the concentration ten
times or more of what is being recorded at the surface (Ek et al. 1985), or will be released
on the surface, redirecting back into the atmosphere (Figure 5.13a and 5.14a). In winter
months, where the soil CO2 at the surface is reduced due to microbial and/or root
dormancy, cave atmospheric CO2 is greatly diminished (Figures 5.15a and 5.15b). Since
the surface temperature is actually lower than the cave temperature, the partial pressure is
lower and the cave will actually vent out any accumulated CO2. Surface temperature of
approximately 10 oC is the threshold to where CO2 moves in and out of dormancy. Any
temperature below the threshold will see no change in CO2 concentration and if the
temperature rises above this threshold, then accumulation will begin and be active in the
cave system. Trinh et al. (2018) recorded similar results in a show cave in Vietnam where
summer CO2 concentrations recorded a 13,500 ppmv compared to winter concentrations
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of 1,500-3,000 ppmv in a cave that was explained by diminishing microbial activity and
low surface temperatures. These factors represent seasonal differences that are either
dormant, or an excessively slow respiration rate in cooler seasons and active respiration
rates in warmer months causing CO2 to fluctuate seasonally. The CO2 in the form of
bicarbonate and carbonic acidis transferred into the percolating waters moving through
the epikarst and into the groundwater, thereby causing a pH change.
Studies focused on CO2 transport into caves and suggest that gaseous CO2, rather
than indirect CO2 gas emissions, is most abundant in cave systems (Breeker et al. 2012).
This supports the data shown at WF1, as well as the entrance to the cave itself, in that
atmospheric CO2 is more concentrated than indirect CO2. Atmospheric CO2 samples were
taken at the surface, entrance to the cave, and at WF1. At the surface, CO2 concentrations
were relatively stable, however, at the entrance and WF1, concentrations are nearly 10
times higher. Klimchouk et al. (1981) reported similar results to the high concentrations
measured at WF1, with their findings in a cave system in Ukraine revealing atmospheric
CO2 concentrations being as high as 40,000 ppm, because of an abundance of organic
matter in the cave. Rossi (1974) also found that in north Madagascar CO2 concentrations
ranged from 5,000 to 32,000 ppm in soil air just above the cave during the rainy season.
This CO2 would eventually be mixed with subsurface drainage and enter the cave
atmosphere. Cave ventilation responds differently in the summer and winter months and
responds directly to the solvated carbon dioxide (sCO2). Seasonal shifts reflect change
and the growing season begins to take effect, inorganic acids in the soil become more
concentrated and rainfall begins to transport higher concentrated inorganic acids (CO2,
carbonic acid) into the groundwater where it comes in contact with the bedrock and
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dissolves the carbonate rock. Since WF1 has relatively stable bicarbonate concentrations,
with only short-term increases in the fall months and increased concentration of sCO2
during the summer months when dissolution is expected, most of the CO2 is being
diffused into the atmosphere and respired via cave ventilation.

WF1 Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide 2015/16

Figure 5.15a WFI 2015/16 cave atmospheric CO2 versus sCO2. As the pH decreases in warmer
temperatures more inorganic acids are released which drives up the sCO2 which is where cave dissolution
is elevated and cave atmosphere CO2 increases (Source: created by author 2018).
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WF1 Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide 2016/17

Figure 5.15b WFI 2016/17 cave atmospheric CO2 versus sCO2
(Source: created by author 2018).

5.8 Evolution of Greenhouse Gases in a Karst Environment
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Greenhouse gases are prevalent and a growing concern regarding the health and
well-being of the environment (Jurado et al. 2017). Here, it is demonstrated that
anthropogenic land use may influence groundwater systems to contribute to the formation
and transport of indirect GHGs in telogenetic karst environments; this is partly due to
shallow soil profiles that harbor the potential to generate and diffuse GHGs under
seasonal changes. Additionally, the myriad parameters that influence the development of
indirect GHGs within a karst groundwater system are complex and dynamic and
discussed further below.
5.8.1 Common parameters
At all three sampling sites, there were common parameters that contributed not
only to GHGs transport and formation, but also to the overall interactions between the
surface and subsurface. These include pH, temperature (atmospheric and soil), rainfall,
land use, and the microbial population in the soil. Even though these are common to the
secondary aspects of how GHGs are created, they also interact to propagate or negate the
presence of GHGs within the karst system.
In the epikarst, where WF1 and SW are located, rainfall intensity and
groundwater recharge/discharge and serve as a medium for the transport of constituents,
such as microbial populations, that are directly related to indirect GHGs formation. As
rainfall increases or decreases for any length of time, discharge typically follows suit.
During a more rapid discharge rate, where rainfall is moderate, the residence time of soil
microbes decreases, due to transport out of the soil profile and into the moving water,
thus having a negative impact on GHGs and nitrates. When rainfall is minimal, the
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opposite effect occurs; more soil biota has sufficient time to mitigate nitrates through the
nitrogen cycle and methanogenesis has an optimal time to occur.
Deep Well (DW) was similar is some ways in this aspect, but its depth of 50
meters cause rainfall and discharge to have a minimal effect on the microbial population.
During typical rainfall periods (< 2 mm/10 min), water percolating through the epikarst
may move horizontally through the rock layers and would spread out the soil microbial
population that influences GHGs concentrations and is why no significant change in
GHGs production happens during these types of rain events. Only during heavy rainfall
events does DW respond to a change in the microbial population, because the water will
either dilute the microbes (move from soil to groundwater) responsible for GHGs
production or (Figures 5.7c and 5.8c) flush dissolved oxygen into the bedrock to create an
oxic environment, which alters the anaerobic conditions and causes a decrease in the
denitrifier and methanogen population.
Temperature affects all three sites in the same manner, however, DW to a lesser
degree, likely due to depth. Seasonally, the spring transition from cool to warm
atmospheric air caused root and soil microorganism growth to occur in the subsurface,
respiration rapidly changes from this growth, and pH decreases soon after, causing
dissolution of the bedrock of Crumps Cave (Jackson 2018). This allows for dissolved
inorganic carbon (DIC) to increase in the subsurface, where it pools and is released in a
concentrated form, due to spring rainfall that causes its diffusion into the groundwater
from the soil. Even though SW and WF1 are closer to the surface than DW, all three sites
respond to rising atmospheric and soil temperatures in about the same time frame. In the
transition between warmer and cooler temperatures, WF1 is more dynamic and discharge
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is a constant parameter in Crumps Cave, where water can freely move along perched rock
layers and interact with the constant temperature in the cave and cause rapid changes to
the microorganisms that produce and consume GHGs.
The optimum temperature range for denitrification to occur is between 25 and 35
o

C (Rivett et al. 2008). However, if the denitrifiers are accustomed to the environmental

conditions that favor Crumps Cave’s temperature threshold, then they can survive in
those conditions (Brady and Weil 2002). It stands to reason why at all three sampling
sites have well represented denitrifier copies present. Nitrates transported from the
epikarst through conduits and fissures enter the cave and supply nitrogen needed for the
nitrifier/denitrifier population to thrive when the temperature is 14 oC ± 2 oC in the cave.
Discharge ultimately removes both the nitrates and microorganisms simultaneously from
WF1 and relocates them through the groundwater medium, ending up in the bedrock
where DW resides, hence the reason for fewer copies at WF1 in comparison to DW
(Figures 5.7a-5.8c). In SW and DW, change happens, but at a slower rate, with evidence
of soil microorganisms (methanogenesis and nitrogen cycle genes) still occurring at high
concentrations well into the winter months. Temperatures are more stable in the epikarst,
where SW is located, and even more so at the depth of bedrock where DW exists, as seen
by Jahangir et al. (2012) in an agricultural setting in Ireland. Figures (5.6b and 5.6c)
show the temperatures of the groundwater in comparison to the surface atmospheric
temperature in in SW and DW sampling sites in 2015/16. A clear picture is portrayed on
how the atmospheric temperature fluctuates in accordance to the time of season in
conjunction with the sampled wells. Since the groundwater temperature reveals a more
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moderate change during the seasonal change in the wells, the microbial population has
ample time for GHGs production and consumption.
Anthropogenic land use plays a key role in epikarst processes where groundwater
flows in the system. By observing surface conditions, with crop rotation, fertilizer
application, and tillage, the impacts are observable in the subsurface. Jahangir et al.
(2012) indicate that land use has an effect on CO2 production and observed that grassland
has a higher concentration than tilled soil. Increases in nitrates occurred when fertilizer
was applied, along with an increase of soil microbial activity, due to the presence of a
nitrogen source. Fertilizer application in early spring, when crops were planted, play an
important role as to why and how greenhouse gases are produced. It is possible from this
study to suggest what crop would be planted due to increased responses in ammonium
(NH4+) levels via nitrifiers in the groundwater, which may allude to corn being planted,
because anhydrous ammonium was applied; or, from a lack of inorganic nitrogen, then
soybeans would be the crop of choice, because soybean is a legume that fixes nitrogen.
After investigating land use, it was concluded that, during the study period, the land
adjacent to the location of the study sites had corn as the choice crop with no cover crop
and, to the north during the study period, soybean was grown with a winter wheat as a
cover crop. In the various forms of nitrogen that were applied, organic nitrogen was not
applied, because total coliforms and Escherichia coli (E. coli) were measured for
concentration and no increases in these bacteria were observed during the study period
regarding seasonal change versus methane production, the organic fertilizer would have
affected the methane concentrations in the study sites.
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5.8.2 Comparison of Sampling Sites
Across parameters, SW, DW, and WF1 are comparable to one another. The first
aspect is rainfall; during rainfall events that took place throughout the study period,
measurable changes in parameters, such as pH, temperature, dissolved oxygen, discharge,
and microbial influence and ion exchange took place at each sample site. The most
evident influencer was discharge. Discharge affected most every other parameter in the
epikarst and groundwater system, that may make it the single most important attribute in
the karst system with respect to residence time of bacteria that carry out the production
and consumption of indirect GHGs. Recharge/discharge will not allow adequate time for
the oxidation of CH4 or reduction of nitrates to be converted to N2 gas, thus allowing an
increase in indirect CH4 emissions or either nitrates in the groundwater or N2O emissions
(Sawamoto et al. 2003). Moderate to high levels of rainfall decrease the pH slightly in the
cooler seasons (by approximately 0.1-0.3), but in the warmer seasons the pH increases in
some cases by > 0.5. During summer months, respiration of CO2 is nearly constant, and
the rainfall will flush the indirect CO2 into the groundwater. Temperature is also affected,
however, in an opposite manner. As rainwater percolates through the epikarst and,
ultimately, to the water table, temperature increases in the groundwater. The logical
explanation is that soil moisture in the epikarst is higher than the surface moisture and the
deeper it travels, the warmer the temperature. As new rainfall moves through the conduits
of the epikarst, it displaces the older soil water of differing temperature; thus, the reason
for the higher temperatures recorded in the groundwater during certain rainfall events
(Neill et al. 2004).
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Nitrates that originate from surface land use are also transported through the
system via recharging groundwater. In the summer months, recharge is at a minimum and
the nitrates are elevated due to soil aeration from the lack of moisture. Once rainfall
resumes nitrates moved through the epikarst and into the groundwater, as seen in Figures
5.6a and 5.8a. This was also observed by Jahangir et al. (2012) in an agricultural land
application in Ireland. Most of the moderate rainfall events, (< 6 mm/10min) had a
minimal effect on nitrate levels in the groundwater, due to microbial activity in the
nitrogen cycle that actively reduces the nitrates that originated from land use, via either
anhydrous ammonia or inorganic nitrogen fertilizer application. Because of the time of
microbial residence in the epikarst, noticeable influences happened when heavy rainfall
(> 10 mm/10 min) events took place. Concentration increases rose from four to six mg/L
in WF1 and DW and even more so in SW (4 to 8 mg/L).
Since DW reaches 50 m below the surface, the water is delayed, due to the time of
travel through the epikarst, during which microbial activity can have more time to reduce
nitrates before it enters the groundwater system; however, WF1 and SW have a different
route of transport. It is not known if SW and WF1 are connected, though both are nearly
the same distance from the surface, but it is known that SW is fed from a perched aquifer,
where storage water volumes are high. Surface nitrates will enter the aquifer when heavy
rainfall takes place, that is evident from the high levels of nitrates right after such events.
WF1 has a rapid discharge rate that responds quickly to rainfall events and, ultimately,
nitrates have little chance to accumulate in the subsurface. Nitrates that are detected
continue to flow farther down through the epikarst and into the bedrock, where the
groundwater table is located and may be reduced there by denitrification.
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5.8.3 Recharge
Recharge has been established as a driver to many aspects of what occurs in the
karst system. The movement of water through the epikarst is dependent on the type
(allogenic or autogenic), the amount (dependent of climate), and time (Palmer 2007a; Pu
et al. 2014a; Pu et al. 2014b; Jackson 2017). These parameter influence changes in
groundwater geochemistry and epigenic cave development that influences many causes
that correlate to groundwater geochemistry changes and epigenic cave development. Also
influences soil microbial populations in relation to time of residence and the capacity to
reduce greenhouse gases via the nitrogen cycle, methanogenesis, and CO2 production in
the soil. Responses to recharge/discharge at WF1 during rain events happens quickly due
to allogenic recharge where it will distribute or remove needed genes that actively
mitigate GHGs or transport the desired nitrates and carbon sources that the bacteria need
into the groundwater. This caused a less effective indirect GHGs mitigation in the
epikarst and bedrock and will increase these emissions in surface waters (Sawamoto et al.
2003). This is demonstrated continuously throughout the study (Figures 5.5a, and 5.7a).
At SW and DW, autogenic recharge is the dominant type of recharge due to the lag time
in which a response is seen, however in some cases allogenic recharge can influence the
wells during extreme rain events. Indications of the nitrifier/denitrifiers presence is
represented when recharge/discharge is slow moving and allogenic waters rarely effect
these genes.
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5.8.4 Influence of Indirect Greenhouse Gases
With respect to greenhouse gases, there are certain parameters that drive how they
are produced and consumed by microbial populations and vegetative growth.These
include land use, rainfall, dissolved oxygen, nitrogen cycle, methanogenesis, temperature,
gene presence, and dissolution. In all three sampling sites, these parameters were active
and viable throughout the study period. Groundwater has become an indirect medium for
GHGs (CO2, N2O CH4) from the atmosphere (Minamikawa et al. 2010; Jurado et al.
2018) to the groundwater table. As surface water moves through the epikarst, rainfall will
absorb atmospheric GHGs and transport them through the soil. The water will be
supersaturated by soil CO2, which is created by subsurface activities, such as root and
microbial respiration. The soil will absorb the CO2 from the atmosphere, creating an over
abundant supply (Hanson et al. 2000; Sawamoto et al. 2003). Nitrous oxide (N2O) is
created via nitrification as a by-product and denitrification through an intermediate
product (Bouwman 1990; Jurado et al 2018). Land use can also supply the necessary
nutrients needed through ammonia and nitrate fertilizer (Davidson et al. 2009) as a
precursor to N2O to the nitrification/denitrification process (Sawamoto et al. 2003;
Jahangir et al 2013). Methane (CH4) is being produced continually by the
methanogenesis process or being oxidized at the soil surface. The oxidation of methane
via methanotrophs happens so quickly that any correlation of soil methane to soil CO2 is
undetectable. Any increase of CH4 is brief but in some situations, especially in the winter
months where a slight CH4 increase is detected, a similar increase of CO2 is also detected.
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5.8.5 Carbon Dioxide as a Greenhouse Gas
Carbon dioxide (CO2) at all three sites revealed concentrations and flux typical of
a karst landscape. Seasonal influences from temperature changes recorded during the
growing seasons indicate vegetation root growth and soil microbial populations that
encompassed the study area respired CO2 in the soil causing elevated concentrations and
decreasing pH values in the groundwater system. Seasonal rain events generally transport
indirect CO2 into the bedrock, where it is transformed into carbonic acid and dissolution
of the limestone occurs. The process slows down when temperatures decrease, due to the
lack of CO2 being produced by active plant growth.
Atmospheric CO2 from the surface is relatively insignificant compared to cave
CO2. At the surface CO2 concentrations are indicative to the surrounding canopy of the
vegetation and human activity such as pollution from vehicle usage and nearby industry.
However, in the soil and cave the CO2 is much higher in concentration. The cave is a sink
for this higher concentration due to the inputs from the soil and also from cave
ventilation. Ventilation is driven by cave air partial pressure, where cave air is forced in
and out of the cave openings based on seasonal temperature fluctuations and is the
primary reason for CO2 removal in caves (Baldini et al. 2006, 2008; Banner et al. 2007);
this air can be supersaturated with CO2 that accumulates from the soil and diffusion
through the epikarst (Ek and Gewelt 1985). During a seasonal change, the concentration
will vary due to temperature gradient. The temperature in the summer is much is higher at
the surface than that of the cave and, thus, creates an increase of CO2 to flow into the
cave, while in the winter months the reverse effect happens, where the temperature is
warmer in the cave and pressure from the cave exhales the CO2 into the surface
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atmosphere (Mattey et al. 2013; Webster et al 2016). Crumps Cave is no exception and
demonstrated this pressure mechanism where and the entrance cave CO2 was
significantly higher in the summer months as compared to the winter months (Figure
5.15a and 5.16a).
5.8.6 Methane as a Greenhouse Gas
Methane (CH4) production is indicative of methanogenesis and not of surface land
usage, due to low and stable CH4 emissions as an indirect GHG as seen in Figures (5.11a,
5.11b, 5.11c, 5.12a, 5.12b, and 5.12c). Methanogens thrive in the summer months by
reducing the CO2 that is used as food and, despite CH4 being produced, methanotrophs
are abundant enough to consume the byproduct before it is captured in the indirect form
and transported into the groundwater. Sawamoto et al. (2003) also indicated in a study of
dissolved CH4 emissions in Hokkaido, Japan that the CH4 had be oxidized due to
negative emissions recorded in in the soil. In SW and DW, the concentrations were low,
except for mid-fall of both sampling years, where CH4 was elevated from fall decay, due
to organic carbon being accumulated from leaves and fall foliage. Sawamoto et al. (2003)
also saw an increase in CH4 in the fall season. Some indications of recharge influence are
visible, due to a small rise in concentration (< 1 mmol).
At WF1, discharge is a major influence on the production of CH4, because the
concentration levels remained below 0.5 mmol in 2015/16 and only briefly peaked at
approximately 2.5 mmol in early March of 2017, which could have been from soil
disturbance via tillage that introduced some CO2 in the epikarst. In SW and DW, the
abundance of methanogens and methanotrophs are always present even during cooler
temperatures and suggest that CH4 as a GHGs is always present and the bacteria can
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survive and be active in the epikarst; however, they are sensitive to pH and dissolved
inorganic carbon (DIC) levels, decreasing in copies with an increase of DIC and pH
(5.11a, 5.11b, 5.11c, 5.13a, 5.13b, and 5.13c). In the epikarst and bedrock,
methanogenesis is a constant mechanism that creates favorable attributes to reduce the
CO2 that may come through by oxidization. If crops were to utilize organic fertilizer,
speculation could arise that increases in CH4 concentration would not occur in the
groundwater, due to the population of pmoA and mcrA genes in the epikarst where the
CH4 would be utilized.
5.8.7 Nitrogen Oxide as a Greenhouse Gas
Nitrous oxide is significantly influenced by anthropogenic land use (Lam et al.
2018) and, ultimately, N2O in all three sampling sites was driven by land use through
fertilizer application and rainfall recharge events that supply the nitrogen source needed
for the nitrogen cycle (Figures 5.6a-5.6c). Anhydrous ammonia was applied to the land
prior to planting of corn in the adjacent field and to the north, a winter wheat cover crop
was established that utilized inorganic fertilizers and, later in the growing season after the
harvest of the wheat, land use was shifted to soybeans. Soybeans are nitrogen fixers, thus
requiring no inorganic nitrogen, so less accumulation is present for inorganic nitrogen. It
is important to know when the nitrogen source enters the ground, because knowing this
determines its residence time in the epikarst and potential concentration. If the nitrogen
cycle was progressing through the different stages of nitrogen reduction, then N2O would
be less concentrated and reduced to the harmless dinitrogen (N2).
Rainfall, and the lack thereof, drastically affects the nitrogen cycle in terms of
production of N2O. Rapid recharge in the epikarst reduces the time for nitrifiers and
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denitrifiers to actively use and reduce the nitrates that are derived from surface
applications of fertilizer. Rapid discharge at WF1 prevents the dentrifiers from reducing
the NO3- to NO2- to continue through the nitrogen cycle. Recharge flushes the NO3- into
the groundwater leaving an insufficient nitrogen source for the first stage nitrogen cycle
gene narG. This also affects the rest of the gene population in the denitrification process
by reducing the population as a whole because of unfavorable conditions (Jahangir et al
2013) as see in Figures (5.7a, 5.7b, 5.7c, 5.8a, 5.8b, and 5.8c). Since discharge could not
be measured in SW and DW, water levels were measured based on pressure and height of
well water, when the water level was low it indicated that the well water was moving
slower giving ample time for denitrification to occur. With the residence time extended,
high population counts of all genes in both nitrification and denitrification were observed.
This was a positive sign that a complete denitrification process occurred, due to low
levels of N2O detected. Discharge also had a negative effect on the gene population as a
whole, which is true for all three sampling sites. As rainfall enters the soil, it is
supersaturated with oxygen and increases the dissolved oxygen (DO) level. The increase
in DO suppresses the denitrifiers, because these genes are active in anaerobic conditions
(Jahangir et al 2013). As heavy rains (>10mm/10min) occurred, the denitrifiers decreased
in copies with an increase in DO; however, the N2O did not increase, due to there still
being enough copies to continue the denitrification process.
The lack of rainfall caused the same effect on the nitrification/denitrification
process. When the soil moisture decreases, it allowed surface air to incorporate into the
soil pockets, which increase oxygen levels and reduce temperatures in the soil. With the
increase of oxygen and temperature gradient, the nitrifiers/denitrifiers decreased in
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copies. What was interesting is that N2O levels increased during the lack of rainfall. An
incomplete nitrogen/denitrification process had taken place for the parameters mentioned.
Nitrates were also low during this time which may have also influenced the nitrogen
cycle. In conclusion, it can be determined that winter months during a dry point in the
atmosphere, N2O is at its highest concentration, due to incomplete denitrification. Land
use is still the driver because of the nitrogen source that is being utilized or underutilized
by the existing crop rotation. Winter wheat can help significantly by extracting the
residual nitrogen before it enters the groundwater system.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
Production of indirect GHGs happened simultaneously in the growing season,
where groundwater is the medium that transports each individual gas into and out of the
karst system. The fate of each GHG was determined by how it was formed and mitigated
in the epikarst and groundwater system. CO2 is mainly produced in situ in the soil by
microbial and root respiration. Human activity at the surface also contributes to the flux
of CO2. Indication of a seasonal trend is supported by the data presented in this study,
where spring and summer seasons give way to increased levels of CO2 that come from
respiration. In the cave, radical changes happen during the growing season where CO2 is
absorbed into the groundwater (which is expected) and lowers the pH aggressively, thus
altering the groundwater and causing dissolution of the cave to increase. As a seasonal
shift occurs from summer to winter, so does the CO2 concentration by decreasing and
causing an increase pH, which indicates the decrease in soil CO2 production (Sawamoto
et al. 2003; Breecker et al. 2012; Mattey et al. 2013).
Nitrous oxide (N2O) production was a precursor of anthropogenic land use, where
it is believed to have come from inorganic fertilizer sources containing nitrates used in
crop production (Sawamoto et al 2003). Since N2O is a by-product of denitrification, the
origin of this gas can be directly linked to land use, due to the nature of the nitrogen cycle
(Figure 5.4) (Jahangir et al 2013). Land use practices occurred at the surface where
fertilizer and/or soil amendments were utilized that can be linked to early responses of
nitrate movement and more peaks of interest in N2O throughout the planting season.
Nitrates that were introduced in the soil via fertilization can only be utilized by what the
crop needs. The crop will uptake a portion through the root system and any residual
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nitrates will be left in the soil. Residual nitrates can be leached through the epikarst and
bedrock, where it can accumulate in the groundwater and redirect into stream and rivers
from emerging springs. Time of residence is a key factor for the nitrifiers /denitrifiers to
actively reduce nitrates from NO3- to N2 gas. The reduction process is often incomplete
and N2O will be produced and released into the karst landscape or transported as an
indirect greenhouse gas to the surface, where it will escape back into the atmosphere.
High dissolved oxygen (DO) had an impact on the AOA and AOB nitrifiers along with
all denitrifier genes where an increase of N2O was observed; less abundant genes were
expressed due to a more oxic condition that are unfavorable to the denitrification process.
N2O concentration was elevated in the winter months indicating that incomplete
denitrification was caused by low temperature fluctuations and high pH readings that
suppressed gene activity. However, these genes are still active and can survive these
unfavorable conditions as indicated by population density throughout the study period
Methane was detected in low concentrations levels at all sampling sites. The
methanogens and methanotrophs were relatively high in the epikarst and groundwater;
therefore, the synthesis and breakdown of methane is actively occurring at a high rate,
although the sampling resolution did not allow detection of a major change. High
dissolved oxygen levels would also suppress the methanogens, since these organisms
prefer an anaerobic environment. The likelihood of a reduction of methane and CO2 in a
more oxic environment, given the numbers of copies that the methanotrophs represent, is
low and indicates methane is consumed as fast as it is produced in the epikarst. This
means that the epikarst is a dynamic zone for methane metabolism, but not a likely source
for indirect methane emissions; however, it may be a sink for methane.
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The first research question posed in this study was: What is the fate of GHGs in
groundwater? Herein, it was determined that indirect GHGs are always present and
naturally occurring through soil and microbial processes in karst settings. Anthropogenic
land use influenced the GHGs through land management, amendment application, and
crop rotation. Land management affects how the soil is prepared; since conventional
tillage disturbs the soil, erosion may account for soil carbon loss, which affects CO2
levels in the soil. The application rate of inorganic fertilizers to the soil (pre- and postplanting) introduces residual nitrates that plants cannot uptake and rainfall transports
them through the epikarst, where the nitrifiers/denitrifiers actively reduce to N2 or
allowed it to pass into the groundwater system. Crop rotation would have yielded
different application rates of nitrates. Corn requires anhydrous ammonia, where residual
levels may be oxidized and escape into the atmosphere, or diverted into the soil, where
the nitrogen cycle genes would ultimately reduce it. Soybeans would not require the
nitrogen, since it is a legume and would uptake any nitrogen leftover in the prior season
resulting in a loss of nitrates, which, in turn, is a reduction of N2O. Since methane was
relatively stable in the epikarst and groundwater system, it is assumed to be produced and
consumed with no residual until late in the fall when an abundance of organic matter
from decaying plant material is elevated.
As the terminal fate of the three GHGs in this karst environment is still relatively
unknown, the dynamics of the three are expressed based on their origin and transport;
more high-resolution studies must take place to see how and where indirect GHGs move
through the entire groundwater basin. The groundwater and surrounding surface streams
should be analyzed along with the surrounding atmosphere at the study site. Baseline
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concentrations must be measured at nonpoint sources to determine if any elevated GHG
are being produced in the karst landscape itself.
The second question addressed in this study was: What are the seasonal and
annual influences of agricultural practices on GHGs in a karst environment? Land use did
show signs of influence through the nitrates and N2O that were produced in the summer
months. It also revealed when activity took place at the surface in the cooler months of
fall and winter as demonstrated by nitrate movement in the epikarst bedrock. As recharge
slowed, due to the lack of moisture, and temperature fell according to the season, nitrates
and N2O increased, especially when abnormal temperature increases happened where
land usage may have developed by application or soil disturbance.
From the data generated in this study on how GHGs are transmitted in karst
groundwater settings, the development of best management practices (BMP) will be
possible to generate an applied solution for large-scale agricultural practices to help
mitigate GHGs. One BMP consideration could be cover crop implementation, where the
crop can utilize existing nitrogen residual that was left over from the previous crop. This
would reduce the concentration of nitrates entering the groundwater during wet seasons
(Smith et al. 2008). Storage of manure-based fertilizers should be on a concrete pad
rather than directly on the soil. The concrete pad will not allow the leaching of nitrates or
fecal bacteria were as the soil is porous and will ask as a wicking system drawing out
contaminants and leaching them into the groundwater. Timing of application is also a
responsible tactic. Apply fertilizers during a time when plants are readily available to uptake the nutrients. Premature application of fertilization could lead to more nitrates
leaching into the soil especially during a transitional period where the weather is
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abnormal. Bacteria (nitrifiers, denitrifiers, methanogens, and methanotrophs) are still
slow to reduce any nitrate or methane product in colder weather and could lead to
increase nitrates, nitrous oxide, or methane released in the groundwater. Emission
reduction of CO2 can be targeted by implementing a less intensive cropping system,
where the amount of nutrients and soil disturbance is minimal (Smith et al. 2008).
Nutrient management, where nitrogen efficiency is improving where N2O would be
reduced by eliminating the surplus nitrates that the nitrifiers/denitrifiers need, could also
have an indirect effect on CO2 production for manufacturing (Schlesinger 1999). The
construction of a land use map that references the karst regions will aid in deciding larger
scale best management practices for the application of manures and inorganic fertilizers,
which will be helpful in aiding farmers in reducing GHGs issues.
Future endeavors should include:


A dye trace to see if WF1 and SW are linked.



Implement high-resolution (daily) to capture immediate response of indirect
GHG as it relates to agricultural land use.



Conduct a high-resolution sampling scheme of the GHGs to better quantify rapid
changes in the epikarst.



Utilize Geographical Information Systems to map input and output emissions.



Construction of test plots that can be controlled and utilized for experimentation
of added soil amendments such as biochar.
o With the test plots, experiments can include the use of an organic
fertilizer to see the differences in a manmade consequence to that of
nature’s own process.
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o Rain simulation can help transport tracers to determine the route of entry
along different parts of the study area.
With Crumps Cave being a natural study area with endless possibilities, future studies
can focus on local events and apply the results to similar aspects and conditions
throughout the world. Knowledge from this and future studies can be transferred to land
owners who can incorporate into their own best management practices that can help to
reduce the effects of indirect greenhouse emissions. Cooperation of landowners and
researchers will aid in solving issues that may arise, due to indirect greenhouse gas
emissions, whose transport and fate appear to be linked closely to groundwater in
telogenetic karst environments under agricultural land use.
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Appendix 1: GHG Response to Rain Events in Winter and Summer Solstice
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Appendix 2: Total Coliforms and Escherichia-coli Presence
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